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Part I. Harvard: The Years Ahead

1. iNTRoDucrioN

True enlargement of mind ... i. tht power of viewing many things at once
as one whole.... It makes every thing in none sort lead to esery thing else;

it would communicate the image of the whole to every separate portion, till
that whole becomes in imagination like a spirit, every where pervading and
penetrating its component parts, and giving thenume definite meaning.

John I leery Cardinal Newman
The Idea a Univeni/ (15s2)

IHAVE THE HONOR to submit to the Board of Overseers this
report, which summarizes the results of I larvard's academic
planning processa process that has been under way fbr the

past two academic years.
In the pages that follow, I have concentrated on general topics

that are important to the university as a whole. Many specific pro
posals and objectives are also discussed, sonic of which are particu-
lar to Ilarvard's individual Faculties and Schools, as well as other
units. But, inevitably, in a document like this, the main approach
must be broad in nature.

Few people question the central importance of excellent higher
education and research to society as well as to individuals. The
ouestions we face do not concern the necessity of these activities,
so much as the ways in which thee should be organize 1 and car-
ried forward. Which values are essential for us to affirm and pro-
tect? Which fields of knowledge are most significant and
promising? Which problems in our society and world can benefit
most from the research, teaching, and other contributions that
universities can make?

el'here are also more specific questions. I low should we struc-
ture the future relationship between teaching ind research, in
order to create the most fruitful environment for learning -by
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students and faculty, at all levels and in all field.,? I low can we
maintain broad access to private higher education, and ensure its
affordability? How will we sustain the unity and coherence of
institutions that are fully committed to free inquiry and expression,
and that bring together thousands of people whose backgrounds
and perspectives are so remarkably diverse?

These questions defy simple answers. But we have tried to take
full account of them in our planning sessions, Ind to formulate our
general purposes and our concrete proposals with such challenges
in mind. In beginning this report, I want to start with a brief sum-
mary of our basic goals:

To maintain and strengthen I Iarvard's excellence in education
and research, and to sustain its leadership position among great
universities here and abroad. \Ve will not flourish, as a nation or
a civilization, unless we ensure the flow of creative and tested
ideasas well as the stream of exceptional graduatesthat our
universities and colleges provide and that society r-quires.

To remain open and accessible to the most outstanding stu-
dents and scholars of all backgrounds and points of view.
Education is the most powerful means to individual opportunity
and achievement in our society, and Harvard must continue to
ensure broad access to such opportunity, in a climate that both
welcomes diversity and vigorously protects freedom of expres-
sion and thought.

To serve society by helping to address the most important prob-
lems that confront the nation and the larger world. Through the
work of our faculty and students, by old methods and new, we
must participate even more fully in the task of confronting the
difficult dilemmas that now face society.

Excellence, openness, service: these are our touchstones.

To remain faithful to them, we must continue to attract the
finest faculty that can possibly he assembled. The faculty remain
at the heart of the university, our most constant source of energy
and commitment. No less, we must enroll the most taknted stu-
dents, from all backgrounds, and oiler support to those in need.
The doors of I I a n' rd must remain open. \Ve must also sustain

2
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the exceptional quality and dedication of our staff. Their efforts
are crucial to everything we do. And we must make sure that our
libraries, laboratories, and other physical resources remain excel-
lent, so that our faculty and students can continue to undertake
the most advanced and stimulating work possible.

Achieving these goals will require us to press forward with some
of the new institutional approaches and shifts in emphasis already
under way. We need to bring Harard's distinct Schools and
departments closer together, especially in those areas where it is
essential for us to plan and act more as a single institution, rather
than as a confederation of separate parts. We need to focus less on
expansion and more on integrationon developing our capacities
to coordinate, to consolidate, and to improve the programs we
already offer and the resources we already possess.

2. PROCESS AND PLANNING

F012 '1'11F. PAST TWO YEARS, I larvard has engaged in an intensive
and unprecedented process of university-wide planning.

The deans of all nine Faculties,* together with the president, the
provost, the vice presidents, the president of Radcliffe, and others,
have together undertaken a full review of our programs and pur-
poses, our intellectual ,in(l financial situation, and our priorities
and i.eds for the future. The emerging plansacademic, adminis-
trative, financialare rooted firmly in the distinctive characteris-
tics of the several Schools. Yet together, they chart a course for the
university as a whole.

I larvard's existing institutional structure provides a strong and
indispensable foundation. It vests each individual unit with pri-
mary responsibility for its programs, finances, and administration.
This approach generates a strong sense of self-discipline and
healthy entrepeneurship. Those qualities have served I larvard
remarkably well for many decades, and they will be no less impor-
tant in the future.

Arts and Scieme,, I)ivinitx, Education, Government, lam,
NIcditiiic (.111,1(1.1in; 1)enti,tnIIntl Public I ledlth. Throughout thi, (Tort, I tow
the tet 1 1 . i c t i l t or -St lithe to acr to them: tonst uncut raw. 01 Harvard.

3
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1Iore and more, however, we are called upon to plan and act as
a single institution. In this regard, our capacities have traditionally
been less well developed. If, for example, we aim to address intel-
lectual problems that cross disciplinary lines, or to strengthen
teaching programs that integrate different fields of knowledge,
or to develop master plans for our libraries or computer systems or
physical facilities, or to ensure consistent human-resources policies
across the universityif we wish to achieve these and many other
aims, we have no choice but to buttress those structures and
processes that can provide for more regular consultation and more
collaborative decision making. Otherwise, we cannot make diffi-
cult choices about university-wide needs and priorities in an
informed and systematic way.

Our planning process, involving dozens of meetings over the
past two years, has itself introduced an important new structure
of this kind. Without the regular and collaborative involvement of
the deans, various faculty members, and othersreviewing the
plans of the different Schools and other units as they have devel-
opedit would not have been possible to arrive at a coherent
framework and set of directions for the university as a whole.
Regular meetings of the Academic Council (including the presi-
dent and provost, the deans and vice presidents, and the president
of Radcliffe) have provided another forum for focusing on matters
of broad institutional significance. And the new Office of the
Provost, with the appointment of ferry Green, considerably
enhances our capacity to coordinate and focus our eller ;s in areas
of university-wide concern.

The purpose of these efforts and others is not to centralize staff
and functions. It is to build on I Iarvarcfs basic organizational
strength, while also creating more systematic ways to draw on the
experience and advice of the deans and other officers; to forge
stronger links, at all levels, among different parts of I Iarvard; and
to improve our ability to make decisions that are informed by
and sensitive to both the variety of perspectives within our com-
munity and the interests of the university as a whore.

9
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3. TRENDS AND REALITIES

TO PLAN RESPONSIBLY FOR ITS FUTURE, a university must of
course consider some of the broader societal trends that hear

on higher education. Our planning process has taken account of a
number of such trends and related assumptions. Ilere, let me
briefly describe a few of the most significant ones:

First, the sheer volume of available ilybrination rind knOW/itii4"t is

growing at an unprecedented pace, and is like/v to continue to do so.

This phenomenon presents universities with a number of new
challenges and opportunitiesor old ones that appear in a new
and different light. In an era of such accelerated growth in infor-
mation and knowledge, and such constrained resources, how do we

choose which fields of learning to pursue, and which to 1-rgo?

flow can we incorporate so much new information and knowledge

into our teaching and research, and yet maintain programs that are
coherent and manageable in designand affordable in cost? I low

do we decide which materials and equipment to acquire, and which

to do without? I low can we put new technologies to the most pro-
ductive and efficient use? Even within I Iaryard, the answers will

Van' from School to School, but the questions are common to all.
And the shared perspectives of each are helping us find more cre-
ative and cooperative ways to deal with the growth of information
and knowledge, as well as the dramatic changes in how it can be

accessed, delivered, and used.

Sccraal, the extent to which we lead live.% that arc' increasin,141v

international is not likely to diminish; indeed, it scenic certain to vo.
For universities, this development goes beyond the question of
how many students to accept from other et.fintries, or how many

students to send abroad; how many "international courses" to

offer, and how much international research to undertake. It
involves an irreversible change in our concci msnesscaused by
the instantaneous nature of modern communications, the avail

ability (and relative affordability) of rapid transportation, and the
interconnectedness of our contemporary world. Places that once
seemed remote and scarcely relevant to our daily lives now affect

us visibly and often powerfUlly every day.

10
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. Here again, a long-standing challengehow to conceive and
structure the university's international agendaappears in a new
and different light. The study of individual countries and regions
will obviously remain very important. But, in both research and
teaching, we are increasingly called on to understand complex
interactions and dynamics that transcend traditional regional
boundaries, whether the issues involve international trade and
finance, global climatic change, the spread of deadly diseases, the
persistence of ethnic and racial conflict, or the changing roles of
women in different societies. And so, as we plan, we must
strengthen our international work not only in well-established geo-
graphic patterns, but also along thematic lines that cut across
regional hounds. This will have profimnd implications for what
subjects we choose to study and teach, how we structure our pro-
grams of teaching and research, and even how we configure our
physical space.

Third, many of our most significant institutions, both domestic and
international, are under great stressstress that is serious enough to
threaten their capacity to fulfill their basic jimetions. Some of our
more established domestic institutionsour public schools, our
health-care system, our major cities, our manufacturing indus-
triesare more beleaguered than at any time in recent memory.
Some less established institutions in the international arena (such
as fledgling democracies abroad, or multilateral forces charged
with combatting aggression or keeping the peace) face uncertain-
ties and difficulties that often seem to deepen, not lessen, with the
passage of time. To study and help address the problems of such
institutions is one of the most important challenges of our era, and
one that universities must help find appropriate ways to meet.

From one point of view, our most important contributions are
our most traditional ones: to study issues of intellectual and human
significance; to publish the fruits of our research, and create
tOrums for discussion and debate; and to help students develop
into leaders who can understand and improve the complex, large-
scale systems and institutions that now exist.

Yet there is an increasing recognition that universities must
intensify their efforts, and seek new ways of addressing many of
society's most pressing problems--especially because the solutia

11
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of these problems will require knowledge drawn from a variety of
disciplines. How, for instance, can we adequately understand issues
related to the environment unless we can draw upon the insights
gained from studies in science and engineering, in economics and
politics, in law and public administration, and in ethics and values
(to name just a few of the relevant fields)? In this sphere, and vari-
ous others, we will need to design our programs in a more inte-
grated way, involving participants from departments and Schools
across the university. In addition, these programs will require a
closer link between research and practice, between classroom studs'
and fieldwork, between academic analysis and the shaping of pub-
lic policy.

Fourth, the economy may improve in the next few jrCtirs, but
recources are almost certain to remain relatively scarce, and competition

for those re.source.s will be intense. 'Fhis situation presents -a serious

test for higher education. Our main sources of incomeendow-
ment earnings and annual gifts, student tuition and fees, and the
sponsorship of researchhave been under mounting pressure for
some time, and we can therefore expect our financial situation to
remain difficult.

As a result, we made a conscious decision early in the planning
process to restrain growth, and to recognize directly that no single
institution can or should attempt to cover all fields. From the out-
set, we have concentrated primarily on programs where we already
have strong foundations in place, or where an additional but lim-
ited investment can provide the extra resources necessary to
achieve and sustain initiatives of the highest quality.
Consequently, we have turned aside many proposals, not because
they lacked merit, but because they were not consistent with our
fundamental planning approach.

Concurrently, we have undertaken an intensive review of exist-
ing budgets and programs. This involves a progressive efthrt to
control costs, streamline systems, consolidate functions, and make
selective reductions when necessary. We must continue to
approach this process as a regular activity of the university
a habit of mind rather than a discrete project to be undertaken,
completed, and then put aside. It is being carried forward by
working through our ordinary channels of decision making,
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including consultations with different groups as appropriate. An
emergency "crash program would he far less likely to produce
either wise decisions or a strong willingness on everyone's part to
help resolve the financial challenges that we face.

To date, this steady, disciplined approach has fared wellbetter
than is likely to have resulted from a highly centralized plan of pre-
determined cuts. The annual operating deficit in our largest
Faculty, Arts and Sciences, has shrunk steadily from nearly
$12 million three years ago to about $3.9 million at the end of
1992-93. And the rest of our Faculties and other academic units
have maintained or recently achieved financial equilibrium, or arc
well positioned to do so very soon.

Nonetheless, much remains to be done. For instance, although
considerable progress has been made in reducing the extent of our
deferred maintenance, we are not yet investing enough each year to
be in true equilibrium on this front. In addition, there are
economies still to be achievedin areas that range from purchas-
ing supplies, to collecting and processing data, to contracting for
services from outside suppliers. Meanwhile, the cost of faculty and
staff benefits, particularly health benefits, has been rising at an
especially rapid rate over the past several years. Each of these issues
will require careful study and action, allowing us to proceed in a
way that minimizes disruption, maintains the basic soundness of
our programs, and vet also protects the university's long-term
financial health.

Filth, budget cuts, economies, and sell- restrain/ in planning can
athiezv a great deal, but they cannot eliminate the need for selective
new investments in some important adivilies or fiel,A. For example,
new technologies, scientific facilities and instrumentation, and
library information systems are developing at a Cast pace. All of
them are expensive, vet we will .en soon lag behind if we fail to
make the necessary investments. Nloreover, while we must explore
more efficient methods of teaching, excellent education is and will
remain a highly labor-intensive activity: it is a process that is
inherently and inescapably human. In the end, there can be no
substitute for direct, personal interchange between student and
teacherand therefore no substitute for investing in sufficient fac-
ulty to provide opportunities for intensive small-group teaching

8
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and learning. In addition, if we want to keep Ilarvard accessible to
students from across the economic spectrum, we will have to invest
significantly in financial aid. Finally, and especially for undergrad-
uates, we must sustain the quality of our residential environment
arid our extracurricular opportunities so that they remain
conducive to the development of "whole" human beings outside
the classroom as well as in:;ide.

During a period of constrained resources, our economic circum-
stances will require us to proceed on a number of fronts simultane
ously: we need to economize and make selective program
reductions even as we seek increased levels of support to maintain
the excellence we have achievedexcellence that will quickly begin
to diminish if it is not constantly nurtured and reinforced.
"Reality," wrote Emerson, "has a sliding floor." To keep abreast of
that reality, I lar..ard cannot stand still.

4. Gtlii)tm; PtiRPosEs ANL) PARA 11-:TERS

HAvim; DEscatnn .\ Nomin-At cif"ri..1-1 TRENDs that seem most
likely to ilyinence our efforts in the years ahead, let me now

outline some. of the general purposes that we have defined in the
planning process of the past two years. Again, oversimplification is

inevitable, but the main points include these:

First, Harvard is committed to remaining a uni.o.rsitv in 11.,efullect

,en.,' of the term: an institution ac-dicated to t.i.hi dose integration of
reward,. graduatc and professional educalim, (111t1 II 11 il Clgradhale

learning in the liberal arts. Our goal is to stimulate intellettual
exchange among faculty and students in an environment where

education and the discovery of new knowledge not only cr..2xist but

energize one another.
'When information and knowledge are growing and changing so

quickly, it is more important than ever for talented students to be

able to participate full% in the life of an institution where the great-
est challenges of our timeacross many discip ines--are being
explored in creative and rigorous WM'', It is equally important that
faculty be ails to share the results of their research not only

through books and journals, but directly with students in lectures,

l)
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seminars, tutorials, and informal discussions. It is precisely this
interchangethis integration of research, teaching, and learning in
a process that dissolves their "separateness"----that defines the dis-
tinctive character of a modern university.

"Fhis conception of a university is neither universal nor without
its imperfections. Yet it remains an immensely powerful model,
one that has produced unparalleled achievements throughout the
past century. It needs continual adjustment and renewal. But it
has proved to be exceptionally durable, magnetic, productive, and
(in today's language) "competitive." For example, the number and
quality of student applications to I Iaryard have never been higher
than they are today. And, equally revealing, applications to
Harvard from outstanding students from arottiid the world con-
tinue to rise. These are reassuring signs, but we cannot take them
(or any other positive indicators) for granted. To remain competi-
tive and excellent will require increased effOrt and intelligent
restructuring in the years to come.

Second, Harvard must remain strong and diverse as rr bnnrarr com-
munilv as peel/ as an academie one. W(. will continue to reach out, as
in the past, to enroll talented students from a wide var'ety of back-
grounds and income groups. Similarly, we intend to make further
progress to increase the diversity of I laryard's faculty and staff (a
subject addressed at greater length toward the end of this report).

More generally, given the centrifugal tendencies of our time
and the extent to which the fabric of so many institutions, systems,
and even entire nations has been strainedit is critical that we
find ways to foster unity within our diversity, and to build upon
the exceptional sense of institutional identity that has long charac-
terized lIamtrd. The fact that I laryard is a residential university
affords us great advantages. It provides a special opportunity to
realize the full educational benefits of diversity, by bringing stu-
dents and others together in a setting where they come to know
one another in dining halls and in lecture halls, in libraries and in
laboratories, on playing fields and in public service pursuits.

Partly because of our concern about the human dimension of
I larvard, and partly (as suggested earlier) because of financial
realities, we expect the overall scale of I Iarvard to remain iipproxi-
match the same in the decade ahead. The undergraduate student

1J
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body should not grow. The graduate and professional student body
will remain essentially stable, except in a few areas of high prior-
ity. No new Schools or other freestanding major academic units
are planned.

Some individual programs and activities will expand during the
next several years, and some new facilities will be needed. But,
viewed in the context of the university as a whole, these increases
will be modest. For example, our university-wide faculty is likely to
increase by roughly 8o to 90 positions in the next several years
(nearly half of them in Arts and Sciences), but this represents a
planned addition of only about 4 per :ent. Our physical plant will
grow in select areas (described more fulls' below). Yet the balance
will increasingly be struck in favor of the renovation and adaptive
reuse of existing facilities, rather than the construction of new
ones. When new construction does occur, the emphasis will lie less
on freestanding entities, and more on the creation of space that
physically connects related departments or programs, thus promot-
ing opportunities tier more cooperative work.

Remaining a strong human community will also depend on
maintaining close and fruitful relations with our neighborsin
Cambridge, Boston, and beyond. We are full participants and
partners in the life of these communities, and we intend to do our
share in helping to sustain the vitality and quality of our common
living environment.

Finally, Hat-arti is committed to remaining an institution of
humane learning in the liberal arts anti protections, at /oz-e/s and in

al/,Schools. Our major activitiesnot only in Arts and Sciences but
also in our prokssional schools--are strongly devoted to the search
tier fundamental knowledge: fir basic patterns that can help us
understand nature or human behavior more fully-, for principles of
broad application than can help to explain phenomena at much
deeper levels than would be required it our only goal were the solu-
tion of very specific or purely practical problems. This point may
seem obvious. But it is worth a moment of special notice, at a time
when the central purposes and directions of many major institu-
tions--universities among them--are often in question.

luniane learning in the liberal arts and prokssions has a sim-
ple yet protOund motive force: the constant drive to know and to

I I
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understand. I Illillan beings have always been genuinely philo-
sophic. We have always had a deep desire to comprehend the
meaning of existence, to fathom our own "nature and destiny" as
well as the nature of nature itself. "Curiosity," said Dr. Johnson,
"is, in great and generous minds, the first passion and the last."
Without this passion, brought to a very high order of disciplined
inquiry, no university is likely to survive, much less flourish.

I low can a modern university organize this abundance of energy
and knowledge? How can it best give such passion an adequate
formal structure through the design of its curriculum, academic
departments, and programs of research? How should limits be set,
and lines drawn, so that the university can be ambitious and far-
reaching in its aspirations, vet manageable and coherent as an
institutionand realistic about what it can achieve and :lifer&

These questions are too large and general to he answered in
detail in this document. But it is important to reflect for a moment
on one central point that they raise: namely, the civic role of our
major universities as custodians of so much of the record of human
civilization. That role--indeed, responsibility is to preserve the
cumulative knowledge of our past actions, creations, investigations,
and speculations: not just to preserve, but to interpret, to reexam-
ine, and to be a living expositor and teacher, as well as a bountiful
library and archive.

Universities committed to such purposes have an obligation to
keep alive not only knowledge that may he significant and useful
today, but also knowledge that has been significant in the past and
may prove surprisingly so in the fut,,re. No single institution
should assume a disproportionate share of this obligation. Rut to
the extent that we care about our own history, and that of the nat-
ural world, we must ensure that certain languages and civilizations,
certain aspects of science, and certain forms of art and culture con-
tinue to he preserved and studied. Otherwise, they will soon disap-
pear, and we will permanently lose parts of the total human pattern
that we seek to understand.

From this point of view, there will always he aspects of a uni-
versity's program that may seem inefficient or "irrelevant." Yet
even in these cases, unexpected events can change our perspective
almost overnight. For instance, when I larvard founded an institute

12
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tar Ukrainian studies many years ago, some people regarded it as
an esoteric undertaking -much like the study of Arabic when
begun during the nineteenth century. Recent history has made

both fields far more topical and relevant here and abroad--than
many people might ever have imagined. And, for the better part of
a century, enrollments in Chinese and Japanese studies were so
small that one might have questioned an American university's
intensive efforts in those fields. But today, institutions that once
supported :itch subjects mainly for their intrinsic intellectual and

cultural interest enjoy strong East Asian programs that are heavily
subscribed and obviously relevant to contemporary life in the
United States and beyond.

One last example: In 1927, a young Harvard faculty member
named Howard Aiken began designing a machine to do arithmetic
calculations. I IC was warned to stick to physics: the university
already had enough -calculators." Seven years and several bruising
battles later, he succeeded in having the new machine installed at
I lanyard. Built in close collaboration with MN!, it was regarded.
throughout its initial stagesa: lacking "any commercial applica
tion." Thus it happened that the first modern computer was born,

and that the first embryonic computer science department came
into being.

These examples, though anecdotal, underscore why it is so
important for universities to carry out their civic respon.;;bility to
preserve, interpret, and indeed help create our intellectual and cul-
tural heritage. All knowledge has potentially loans' different uses.
And knowledge suddenly can leap, so to speak, from obscurity to
celebrity and can develop along paths we would not have dared

to predict. In 3 situation so inn of unknowns, we will have to rely

on the abilities and insights of the most capable faculty and staff
we can find: they are nor infallible, hut we will not easily discover
better guides when we must decide which fields of knowledge to
support, which libran hooks to bus, or which scientific instru
mews to acquire.

There remains the pressing need to set limits to fok.us no less

on what we can forgo than on what we can pursue. We will find no
obvious, all purpose answer to this challenge. Experience, judg-
mentInd a knowledge of the broader terrain being explored and

I ;
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covered by other universities and other institutions can help us
arrive at a sensible balance. The critical point, however, is this:
when we think about support for our leading universities, we need
to hear in mind the significant costs that these institutions carry on
behalf of our society and culture. It is not at all clear where we
would turn to find anything resembling, a comprehensive record of
knowledge and human civilizationa living record. animated by
scholars and students it we could not turn to the world of
humane learning at our leading universities.

T9
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Part II. The Arts and Sciences

N LIGHT OF THE BROAD OUTLINES ABOVE, we can now dis-
cus sonic of the more specific priorities and needs identified
in the university-wide academic planning process. (Since the

plans together fill more than 2,000 pages, omission will far out-
weigh inclusion, and much of this discussion will have to focus

On cross rutting themes and initiatives that touch on a number of
different departments or Schools, without doing full justice to
many important initiatives that are primarily local in character.) I
want to stress at the outset that our plans are just that: plans,
which reflect the current state of thinking about directions and
approaches for the years ahead, but which will be subject to con-
tinual refinement and reappraisal as time passes and circum-
stances evolve.

Let us begin with sonic of the major directions in Arts and
Sciences. Among our chief priorities are these:

To strengthen our already excellent program of undergraduate
education, with special emphasis on teaching and aspects of res-
idential life;

To expand our work in select important fields, including the
biological and applied sciences as well as others;

To redesign sonic of our major facilities in the humanities, the
social sciences, and the natural as well as applied sciences in
ways that will help integrate related fields of knowledge and
build a greater sense of community among faculty and students;

To continue the process of making our doctoral programs more
effective, while providing adequate financial support to enable
students to complete their studies in a timely way.

Other matters of central importance to Arts and Sciences--
involving the library, information technology, international studies,
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financial aid, and faculty diversity, among otherswill be discussed
in later sections of this report.

I. COLLEGE LIFE AND LEARNING

B, SON1E N1EASU RES, liberal arts education in the United States
has suffered a steady decline in recent decades. There are sig-

nificantly fewer liberal arts colleges in both absolute and relative
terms, and many of it remaining liberal arts colleges are devoting
a greater portion )1-- their curricula and resources to preprofessional
studies. Although the number of high school graduates who pursue
some form of higher education has continued to rise, liberal arts
education in the United States is much scarcer than most people
might think. This is a matter of increasingly urgent concern.

Perhaps more than ever, society has a vital need for college
graduatesfuture leaderswho understand different ways of
thinking and dirierent forms of knowledge, and who have the
capacity to integrate and use what they know. There is also a need
for educated individuals who have had the experience of living and
learning with a talented and diverse group of peers from across the
country and around the worldin a setting that both invites and
requires them to develop and express their individuality, to exercise
responsibility, and to acquire a deeper appreciation for the con-
cerns and perspectives of people they might not otherwise
encounter. There is certainly no guarantee that a residential liberal
arts college will succeed in meeting all of these goals. But the
record of the past is a strong one, and it is worth all our effort to
create an even stronger record in the future.

The recommendations of Dean Jeremy Knowles and his col-
leagues, as well as of our planning group, focus on three main
aspects of the College: the undergraduate curriculum, residential
life, and the teaching mission.

"l'he Curriculum

For many decades, I laryard's undergraduate curriculum has had
essentialk three guiding principles.

is
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The first is a commitment to a program of general education,

requiring students to explore a number of important fields of
knowledge and ways of thinking. This purpose is currently served

by the Core Curriculum, introduced in the early 198os.
The second principle is the belief that focused study within a

particular field of concentration can motivate students to excel by

following their strongest interests and talents to the highest level

they can achieve. Tutorials, independent research, and senior the-

ses are an integral part of this program, as is the opportunity to

take graduate-level courses.
Finally, there is the conviction that students should have a

degree of curricular flexibility and choice, above and beyond the
choices available within the field of concentration and the program

of general education. President Eliotwho originated the elective

system more than a century agobelieved unequivocally that out-
standing and highly motivated students would do best if given the
opportunity to pursue their own interests across a wide range of
disciplines. Eliot's insight is no less sound today, and it finds
expression in that portion of the undergraduate program (roughly

one-quarter) that allows students to explore any of the subjects
taught by departments or other academic units in the College.

larvard's undergraduate curriculum fulfills its primary purposes
with unusual success. It stimulates and challenges the extraordinary

group of students who attend the College. it makes clear that
excellence and high achievement are the university's implicit as
well as explicit goals. It offers students the excitement and ambi-

ence of a large, robust, and very great university together with the

structure and strong identity of an undergraduate college that lies

very much at the heart of the institution as a whole.
For instance, since its adoption roughly a decade ago, the Core

Curriculum has stressed the need for students not only to acquire

knowledge of important subject matter in several major fields, but

to become familiar with different ways of thinking and different
methodoIogies. Both activities are essential elements of a single

complex process of learning and discovery, and the Core is
designed to involve students in that process as a whole.

The six designated major areas of the Core arc historical
study, foreign cultures, social analysis, science, literature and arts,

)
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and moral reasoning. (In addition, every student must reach a
certain level of proficiency in a foreign language, satisfy a quanti-
tative reasoning requirement, and take a first-year course in
expositors' writing.) The range of offerings is rich, and most Core
courses are taught (contrary, perhaps, to expectation) by distin-
guished senior faculty. A sampling of current an ; recent offerings
includes: "Conceptions of Human Nature" (Prof. Brendan
Maher); "Modern Democracy" (Prof. Samuel Huntington);
"From DNA to Brain" (Profs. Itrward Berg and John Dowling);
"Ethnicity in Modern American Literature and Culture" (Prof.
Werner Sollors); "Fairy Tales and the Culture of Childhood"
(Prof. Maria Tatar); "I listory of Life" (Prof. Stephen J. Gould);
"The Public and the Private in Politics, Morality, and Law"
(Prof. Seyla Benhabib); "The Concept of Ilero in Greek
Civilization" (Prof. Gregory Nagy); and "Hindu Myth, Image,
and Pilgrimage" (Prof. Diana Eck).

With the Core in place, the next major effort at curricular
review concerns the undergraduate concentration. Shortly after he
was appointed in 1991, Dean Jeremy Knowles established a new
faculty standing committee on educational policy (the EPC). The
charge of the 17PC is to work closely with academic departments
and instructional committees in order to evaluate, among other
matters, the structure and purpose of the various undergraduate
concentrations. This reviewalready well tinder wayis focused
on several carefully chosen questions:

I low should each department or committee ensure that its con-
centration requirements build on a coherent sequence of courses
or tutorials that shape the conceptual "spine" of the concentra-
tion? I low should the rationale for this sequenceand for other
elements of the concentration--be communicated to students in
a clear and accessible way?

I low should the departments and committees ensure that con-
centrators have adequate opportunities tOr participatory small-
group instruction (through tutorials, discussion sections, and
othemise)? What are the respective roles of' graduate students,
junior faculty, and senior faculty in providing such instruction?
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What is the proper "capstone" experience for undergraduate
concentrators? Should all concentrations culminate in some
form of independent work with a written component? Should
there be a general examination for all concentrators within a
given field?

I low can the system of academic advising be improved to
help students navigate their way through concentration
requirements?

The EPC has recently presented its preliminary thoughts on
these and related questions to the full Faculty of Arts and Sciences,
and broad-ranging discussion is expected in the months ahead. For
now, this initiative has already emerged as the most significant
effort in many Years to evaluate our undergraduate concentrations
in a concerted and comprehensive way.

Resillential Life

Narrowly conceived, the simple fact of residenceof room and
board on campus--means little. But the structure, tone, and val-
ues implicit in a campus residential community can have a pro-
found bearing on the undergraduate experience. At Harvard, a
great deal depends on the system of I louses, and on the leader-
ship and commitment of the I louse masters, tutors, faculty associ-
ates, and staff. They (and others) have a special responsibility to
encourage students to meet and come to know one another well,
to offer guidance and support when needed, and to help establish
standards and ground rules that promote the College's academic
goals as well as its vitality as a dynamic and diverse human com-
munity. Given the importance of residential life to a student's
undergraduate experience, the emerging plans for the College
have much to do with the structure and ambience of residential
life, and on facilities designed to stimulate interchange among
students and between students and faculty. Highlights of these
plans include the following:

To t'Onipiele the renovation and proper restomtion the dorm!-
h06 fi'r all firc/Trea students. This project is well under way, and

planned to conclude by 1995. Already the results are impressive.

Ise
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For instance, Weld I lallrenovated in 1992is handsome, cheer-
ful, full of light, and even conducive to study. Much the same Lan
be said of the several buildingsGreenough, Hurlbut, Lionel,
Matthews, and Nlowerthat were fully refurbished in time to
welcome the class entering in Fall 1993.

To tran.frin Memorial Hall into a student commons and dining
ball, mainly for first-year students but open to all. The main "great
hall"decades ago the dining area for all 1...dergraduateswill
now become the dining area for all freshmen. The ample space on
the level below will take shape as a student commons, with rooms
for meetings as well as recreation and social gatherings. In
Memorial I tall will become a kind of "I louse" for first- year stu-
dents, providing a real focus for freshman residential life, only
steps from the Yard. Thanks to two 'cry generous recent gifts,
work on the project is due to begin in the near future.

To belp the Houses achieve a circa /e r al residential
and academic lil% We intend to increase he number of I louse-
based seminars offered by faculty and visitors: courses that bring
more faculty into the I louses, and encourage more small-group
discussion not only in class but informally, at meals or over coffee.
On another front, we will continue work on a computer network
that will electronically link all student rooms to one another, to
various university offices, mid to databases and larger networks
containing information on course offerings, library holdings,
events calendars, and much more (not only at I lorvard but at uni-
versities and other institutions around the world). Part of this net-
work is already in place; as it becomes fully operational, it will have
increasingly important implications for how teaching and learning
take place.

7'o improve extracurricular programr anal rela:erl facilitic.: in
ViVral area C--incluiling tbe arts, aibletio, and clue/rut public serfice.
Main points of the detailed plans include the following:

In the arts, there will beamong other projects--a much
nixded renovation of Sanders Theatre (carefully preset, ing
its original fabric and appearance); a major renovation of
Lowell Lecture 1 lall, to provide practice, tel and per-

2
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tOrmauce space for student nu:sicians and a possible ne\s,
Cc rater tor the Arts, to help coordinate and sup-port the
.ktINISICS of different arts orgamrations c,n campus

hi athletic:, the outdoor track needs rehabilitation in the
,:car future; a new facility for acquet sports is overdue: a
number of women's intercollegiate programs are being
strengthened; some senia,- coaching positions remain Linen-
dowed; and several :ports need additional core support for
their basic rograms.

In public service, the tradition of student involvement-
through Phillins Brooks I louse and in other settings--con-
tinues to flourish. Roughlx two-thirds of our College
students participate in some tOrm of public service during
their four ve:srs at 1larvard, including programs in local
schools, in health services, and in homes for the elderly, to
mention only a fire. As such programs continue to expand,
we will need to plan for increased training of v olunteers,
basic program support, and more effective coordination.

Far more deserves to he said about residential life a t I I illTard

College; but this brief summary otters ac least an introduction to
how we hope to build on the strong foundations already in place.

7'eaehing and Learning

Every college and university intist experiment with a variety of
tOrmats for teaching and learning. No single one is ideal for all sit-
uations, all disciplines, or all students. Finding the right mixone
that produces excellent pedagogy and also remains cost-effective--
is a critical task, amenable to any number of different approaches.
; \t the same time, any serious educational program must recognize
the importance of offering adequate opportunities liar small-group
teaching- and learning, thr tOrmal and informal discussion groups,
for seminars and other classes conducive to real interchange
between faculty and students.

We believe I larvard can benefit from providing more such
opportunities in the future. Our student-faculty ratio in Arts and
Sciences is higher than that of most of our peer institutions, and
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the situation has become especially acute in academic departments
with a large number of undergraduate concentrators. (Seven of our
41 departments and instructional committees attract more than half
of all concentrators; ten of them, more than two-thirds.) This
problem has led to a rising concern about opportunities for small-
group learning.

some extent, this concern has been and will continue to be
addressed by transferring resources from one area to another. But
this approach has clear limits, because many of our departments
are relatively small compared to those of comparable institutions,
and are barely at critical-mass level. For example, several depart-
ments with modest numbers of undergraduate concentrators (phi-
losophy, music, and various foreign languages and literatures, to
name a few) also have very modest numbers of faculty. Yet they are
fields of major intellectual importance, and must be maintained at
a reasonable size to ensure their quality and sheer sustainability
especiall since they also tend to have a full share of graduate stu-
dents, as well as healthy course enrollments reflecting demand by
nonconcentrators. In other words, faculty in such fields have sub-
stantial teaching to do, in addition to their scholarship: undergrad-
uate concentrators are one very important variable in their total
program, but only one among several that bear on decisions
whether or not to transfer faculty resources from any one such
department to others.

Given these considerationsand the basic fact that the overall
Arts and Sciences student-faculty ratio is relatively highthe most
effective long-run approach is to invest in a number of new faculty
positions. These will have to be assigned with great care, and with
close attention to where additional faculty can most contribute to
improving the undergraduate educational program. The Faculty of
Arts and Sciences plan calls for the addition of roughly seven or
eight faculty positions per year over the next five or SO years (fr a
total of about 40). Roughly half of these would be targeted for
departments where the student-faculty ratio is particularly prob-
lematic; others would be reserved for certain fields of growing
importance to the more general mission of Arts and Sciences. An
increase of this magnitude would represent roughly a 4 percent
growth in the Arts and Sciences faculty ranks, and only about 2
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percent university-wide. Even if we are fully successful in reaching
this goal, our student-f.:tculty ratio in Arts and Sciences would still
not equal that of several of our peer institutions. But the educational
gains stand to he significant, especially since many or the new
positions would he added with the following principal aims in mind:

More opportunitiesftr small-graup insirtertion in the most beavilv
subscribe,/ de/mi./meats (eight of which have more than 25o con-
centrators each, and two of which have more than 500). Our
surveys suggest that, aside from tutorials, concentrators in large
departments do not have as many opportunities as they should
to take small courses taught by faculty members (as opposed to
teaching fellows).

More fre3bman seminars. These have proved to be highly effec-
tive and lively forums for teaching and learning. Additional
I louse-based seminarsas mentioned earlierare also
planned.

More sup/2-1 /or undergnauale resenrof). Many of our students
do their most exciting work in tutorials or independent
research courses, particularly when writing senior honors the-
ses. But even basic research equipment and supplies are not
always readily available to students in certain fields. And; as
more students undertake fieldwork, some funds for travel and
associated expenses can make all the difference to the success
of their projects.

Our own analyses have shown that even a modest addition in
the number of small-group classes or courses can have a major pos-
itive effect on the educational experience of our undergraduates.
We now have the chance to address this situation at I larard, and
the opportunity is too important to he missed.

I.earni ng To Teach

Adding faculty is one way to help strengthen teaching at
Iarvard; helping our teachers improve their teaching is another.

This is especially important in regard to the many graduate
students who contribute to undergraduate teaching at I larvard:

z;
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among these teaching fellows are many of the university's most tal-
ented and committed instructors. 'Too often, we may forget that
this year's graduate student will be next year's assistant professor.

Especially during the 198os, the university took steps to provide
teaching fellowsas well as faculty memberswith opportunities
to develop their teaching abilities in a more systematic way. Most
notably, the Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning (fiir-
merly the Danforth Center) is quickly estAlishing itself as a
national model. The Bok Center has introduced excellent orienta-
tion programs for new teaching fellows and faculty, as well as more
topical programs in areas such as math and science. Individual
teachers can have their classes videotaped and closely critiqued.
The demand for these and other services is steadily increasing,
exactly as President Bok and others had hoped that it would. We
now must find extra support to meet the demand for the unusually
effective programs the Center offers.

'so listing of individual plans or proposals can adequately con-
vey what the university hopes to achieve through a major new
investment in undergraduate education. Ultimately, the intellectual
atmosphere and the human texture of the campus community form
the heart of the matter. In spite of the specific needs outlined
above, the general response of most I litiTard College students to
their undergraduate years remains overwhelmingly positive. As we
look ahead, we have the chance to make significant improvements
in exactly those parts of our program from which undergraduates
have the most to gain.

2. THE MAIOR OF KNOWLEDGE

Introduclion

DURING mos r of THE CENTURY after the fOunding of the mod-
ern American university in the late !Soo,. the main way to

advance research and organize teaching- was to form separate
unitsdepartmentsso that faculty and students could concen-
trate their full energies on a defined set of topics and methods.
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Nlan new departments came into existence around the turn of the
century; many others, in the quarter-century following World War 11.

This method of expansion was logical and productive. It has
paid enormous dividends in terms of the Yield to society, the speed
and intensity of new discoveries, and the effectiveness with which
educational programs and research projects have been organized.
But the method, by its nature, has also tended to separate individ-
uals and disciplines from one another, often producing a sense of
increased intellectual fragmentation.

the specter of a multiversity, composed of a larger and larger
number of highly specialized departments, is certainly not a new
one. Nearly three-quarters of a century ago, Santaana expressed
concern that the American university was becoming "an ency-
clopaedic institute, or group of institutes," in which every faculty
member would be

ut xpea in mune science, delivering lecture, for public instruction, %%Ink
per11.1p privately carriiig on investigations with the aid 01 3 few disciple,
whom he would he training in hi, specialt. There would he no te,I,011 wht
either the profe,,or, or the auditor, in such 311 in...6(11(1011 slIOUld live
114011cl" ,1 should have nwch in 0011111011.... On the C011trart", if onl% each
xa...,..inpetent in hi, wa, the inure ini,cellancou, their type,. the more per
tier %%mild these render their unizvriias.

George Satit.it
Ow, a. dud ( 1pitti,,,t it; /I

Staie,(:010)

The risks Santayana sawthe potential loss of intellectual com-
munity in the university as a whole, the loss of a place where
people "live together" and "have much in common"--are perfectly
real, although far from inevitable. They need to he guarded
against--and can he. At the same time, human beings will .
always he driven to deepen their knowledge and understanding
of particular subjects, and therefore to specialize. The challenge
for any university is to find individual,: (and to create a variety of
structures) capable of fostering different kinds of exploration: we
need faculty and students who focus intensively on important
but highly targeted problems, and others who scan several fields
and widen our angle of vision, helping to achieve more compre-
hensive forms of understanding.

3
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At the present moment, many scholars are convinced that, in
order to progress in even quite specialized fields, they must learn
much more aboutand borrow from--fields other than their own.
For many, the actual process of discovery is forcing a greater inte-
gration of knowledge, rather than increasing subdivision and sepa-
rateness. Of course, this tendency is not universal, nor is the
process itself new. But it has now become general enough to con-
stitute a genuine shift in outlook. More departments and other
academic units are looking for ways to strengthen ties with their
neighbors. Some are considering mergers or joint programsand
two major mergers have already taken place at Harvard during the
last year. It is interesting, for example, that the plan for the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences does not propose the creation of any new
departmentssomething that would have been nearly impossible
to imagine in 1955 or 1965.

This is not to say that Harvard or other universities will never
again create new departments. It is only to highlight the temper
of our own era. A recent Faculty of Arts and Sciences report, in
discussing developments in the sciences, has described this situa-
tion well:

The themes of science are changing. Increasing numbers of scientists are
turning their attention to the study of how systemsbe they of natural or of
human design and constructionare organi.ed, and how their behavior can
be explained, controlled. and modified. Many of these investigations of nat-
ural and human-made systems require the collaboration of scholars from
NeVenil disciplines, and many are tnotivated by societal needs. Many are
closely tied not only to the applied sciences and engineering, but also to the
social sciences and the humanities.

The growing concern for applied, multidisciplinary questions has implica-
tions for research and education throughout the University. In the past,
experts trout one discipline could often ignore other fields. lint in the future,

the absence of expertise in one discipline will impede collaboration on a
wide range of research and educational issues.

These remarks about science could opplv, with adaptation, to
other fields as well. Historians, for example, inevitably specialize
in particular subjects or periods or kinds of history, and sometimes
analyze %Try small segments of history in enormous detail. But it
would he a rare historian today who believes that we can properly
study .t major episode from the past without learning a great deal
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about the economics and politics of the time, the major social
institutions and their organization, the religious and other ideo-
logical currents of the period, the major developments in technol-
ogy and science, the different attitudes and beliefs of ordinary
people, and the character or psychology of key individuals and
groupsas well as much more. If this is the case, is the scholar
doing historyor economics, or political science, or the history of
ideas, or biography, or all of the above?

This elementary example is tar from atypical. And while many
historians from ancient times through to Gibbon, Burckhardt, and
others have had an extraordinarily broad vision of their subject, it
is now harder for any serious historian to leave aside an entire set
of considerations because they do not seem to concern "history,"
but rather economics or psychology or another field of learning.
Lines of demarcation have blurred, and fields have tended to
coalesce. Boundaries are crossed and crisscrossed with increasing
regularity.

Three Initiatives

With this introduction as background, we can now consider a
few of the main initiatives planned for Arts and Sciences (apart
tiom undergraduate education, and additional areas discussed
later in this report). I will focus on only one major initiative in
each of the three major areas of knowledge (humanities, social
sciences, and natural as well as applied sciences), and then add a
brief word about our doctoral programs.

Together, the initiatives in the three major areas of Arts and
Sciences represent the single largest academic investmentin
terms of faculty and spaceamong all the plans of all the Faculties
and Schools. Even so, the focus is less on expansion than on inte-
grationon creating patterns and structures that will lead to
greater coordination among units and greater coherence in plan-
ning and program development.

One major problem that each of these projects will address is
that of faculty dispersion. In all too many instances, faculty mem-
bers and teaching fellows in the same or related departments are
now located in different buildings. Many teaching fellows do not
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have officeseven small onesor other suitable work space.
Under thest! conditions, many members of the same department
rarely see one another, except at formal meetings. They have no
departmental home where they meet frequently and naturally for
informal discussions or gatherings that can help foster a sense of
intellectual communityamong undergraduate concentrators as
well as among graduate students and faculty.

A major goal of the planned projects, therefore, is to help
strengthen that sense of community, partly by adapting existing
space (and using it more efficiently) and partly by building some
new space that is carefully designed and strategically placed. In
addition, a few fields (especially the applied and biological sci-
ences) will be buttressed by adding faculty who work in areas that
form natural links between existing departments or groups.

The three proposed projects are the following:

The I lumaniiies. Within Arts and Sciences, the humanities fac-
ulty is the most widely dispersed of all. There are too few offices,
and these are located in approximately i$ different buildings. Forty
of the offices (roughly 15 percent) are in rental space off campus.

The proposed new plan will create a Center for the
I lumanities, principally housed in the existing Freshman Ilnion.
Once the Memorial hall project is finished, the Union will be
converted into the Center's main space. This will allow an under-
utilized building, in a prime part of the campus bordering on the
Yard, to become an efficient and heavily used facility. The Center
will bring together faculty from more than a dozen humanities
departments, in the Union and adjacent buildings. It should
increase the number of offices for humanities fitcultv by 20 per-
cent or more. It will provide additional classroom space, as well as
meeting rooms for teaching fellows and their students. And it will
lead to reduced operating costs, as rental space is vacated and
administrative services are consolidated. From every point of view,
the project will he a major step forward: a significant reaffirmation
of what the humanities can represent as a more cohesive enter-
prisea broad community of faculty and students from many dis-
ciplines, in an environment intended to encourage collegiality and
collaboration.
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The Social Sciences. Although space problems in the social sci-
ences are generally not so severe as in the humanities, one set of
interrelated large departments and programs clearly needs assis-
tance: the government and economics departments, and our com-
bined regional and international centers. The problems here
resemble those in the humanities: dispersion of faculty, dysfunc-
tional arrangements, and overcrowding.

The international and regional centers (based in Coolidge Hall
on Cambridge Street) have little in the way of classroom space or
common facilities for lectures, colloquia, and other events that
would promote more joint activities among the different units.
Even core office space for some regional centers is notably scarce,
at a time when more faculty arc taking a greater interest in interna-
tional studies. Meanwhile, the government and economics depart-
ments (based in Littauer) have for some time been overcrowded.
These fields are two of Harvard's most popular undergraduate con-
centrations, yet they too lack proper office and teaching space; they
have inadequate facilities for teaching fellows; and there is almost
no space for joint research projects. The situation is serious and
demands attention.

At the moment, different options are being studied, with a final
recommendation expected soon. The objectives arc similar to those
in the humanities. First, we must create a new configuration that
will not only provide improved space, but link the intellectual dis-
ciplines and the teaching and research activities particularly in gov-
ernment and international affairs. Second, we need a more
hospitable environment for the international and regional centers,
so that theyand Harvard as a wholecan capitalize on their
combined strength (and also enable them to realize administrative
economies). In its totality, this is a very important project. If
Harvard is to sustain and strengthen its work in international and
area studies, we must prepare now for the continued expansion of
interest and activity already evident on all sides.

The Natural Sciences. Two new facilities are planned, primarily
to accommodate growth in the biological sciences and the applied
sciences. I lere, too, the facilities are designed to create linkages
between existing departments and groups, rather than to house
new freestanding units.
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The biological sciences have undergone a profound transforma-
tion in the past several decades, and Harvard intends to remain at
the forefront of advances in these rapidly evolving fields. The
building proposed for the life sciences would reinforce the physical
connection that already exists between Mallinckrodt (which houses
the chemistry department) and Fairchild (biochemistry and molec-
ular biology); it would also improve links between biology and
related fields. The new space would provide labs and offices for up
to thirteen faculty, as well as some classrooms and shared facilities.
New appointments will be targeted for "bridge" fieldssuch as
molecular design, cell differentiation and development, or neuro-
science. In this way, the intellectual plan for the future of these
interrelated fields will match the more flexible space design. Both
would alter previous patterns of building separate additions to sep-
arately housed departmentsan expensive approach, and one that
retards the kind of cross-departmental work now needed.

In the physical sciences, the chief need lies within the Division of
Applied Sciences. Growing numbers of very talented students are
enrolling in the division's programs, consistent with society's
increasing need for advanced learning about computing and
information technology, manufacturing and materials technology,
energy and the environment, and other related fields. But the num-
ber of faculty within the division is simply too small, especially in
key areas such as computer science and electrical engineering. Given
the clear centrality of work in these disciplines, and its relevance to
so many other departments at Harvard, Arts and Sciences intends to
add eight faculty in the two key areas identified, as well as six more
in other fields within the division (such as materials science and
oceanic and atmospheric science). These fiiculty will become mem-
bers of a division that is already highly interdisciplinary and interac-
tive. The planned new buildinglinked both to Cruft (above
ground) and McKay (below)will include laboratories and other
facilities fin- the applied sciences as well as for physics.

A Word on Doetorwl Programs

The Ph.D. program in Arts and Sciences has recently been
under review. Several departments in the humanities and social
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sciences are engaged in an experiment that has several purposes.
The basic goal is to ensure that doctoral students have a good bal-
ance of general and specialized courses, andeven more impor-
tantthat they have proper guidance as they undertake substantial
research projects and then begin work on their dissertations.
Small-group dissertation seminarswhere students present their
dissertation ideas to faculty and fellow studentsare helping build
forums tbr constructive discussion. They are also introducing clear-
er milestones on a road or journey that is often solitaryand
whose end is not always in sight. In addition, special grants are
being made to students who need assistance at the beginning of
their dissertation work, or at the very end, when time for uninter-
rupted writing is at a premium.

Another important step has recently been taken by the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences in cooperation with all the other Schools in
the university. In the spring of 1993, a proposal was approved to
establish a new university-wide committee to help provide over-
sight of doctoral programs throughout Harvard. As a result, much
better coordination of joint programs, more attention to the advis-
ing system for Ph.D. students, and more opportunities for cooper-
ation among different Schools and Faculties will now be possible.

3. A CONCLUDING NOTE

THIS DISCUSSION HAS COVERED only some of the goals that we
hope to achieve in Arts and Sciences, and only in a summary

way. But it at least describes our broad objectives, including some
themes of special significance. Therr is much more that could he
said, not only about the academic departments in the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences, but also about the important allied and affiliated
units both within and beyond Arts and Sciences: the American
Repertory Theatre, the Arnold Arboretum, the Division of
Continuing Education, the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for Afro-
American Research, Dumbarton Oaks, the Harvard Forest, the
Center for I lellenic Studies, the Flamini Institute for International
Development, the Center for Literary and Cultural Studies, the
Nieman Foundation, the Villa I Tatti, the Harvard-Yenching
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Institute, and numerous others. I iarvards museumsnaming some
would only risk slighting othersdeserve a chapter of their own.
They haveamong universitiesunsurpassed collections, and
some are now at a point where they have very important needs to he
addressed, especially if their collections are to be used more effec-
tively in undergraduate teaching as well as in advanced training.

For the moment, we can take encouragement from the fact
that Arts and Sciences at I farvard remains exceptionally strong.
The scope of what we believe should he achieved in the next
decade is ambitious, but it is also manageable in relation to the
enterprise as a whole. We are in a good position to make real
strides, as long as we concentrate our energies and keep our most
important objectives clearly in mind.
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Part III. The Professional Schools

I. THE CHANGING PROFESSIONS

EARLY ALI. TILE MAJOR PROFESSIONS in the United States
and the organizations associated with them arc in a state
of unusual flux. Businesses face a difficult and uncertain

economy, an altered international situation, and an era of wide-
spread fundamental restructuring. The health-care system is under
severe wain and is undergoing efforts at large-scale comprehensive
retbrm. Much the same can be said of our troubled public schools.
Many institutions of governmentthroughout the worldare per-
ceived even by those within them as being in need of serious reha-
bilitation; and global political developments have made the study
and practice of public affairs even more complex than before.

Meanwhile, the legal profession faces a tar more complicated
international as well as national agenda: increased litigation and
regulation, persistent questions concerning human and civil rights,
the elibrt to help frame constitutions and systems of justice in
emerging democratic societies, and a domestic criminal justice sys-
tem under great stress. The religious landscape has been dramati-
cally transformed during the past quarter-century, in our own
country and beyond. Some established faiths have waned, while

new sects and congregations have burgeoned; various fundamental-
ist movements have emerged with great force; and questions about
the relationship between religion and politics or government have
arisenin many quarters of the globewith great intensity.
Finally, in architecture and its associated design fields, there have
also been profound changespartly because of the continued
internationalization of these professions, partly because of changes
in the economy, and partly because of the need to address impor-
tant social problems, such as preserving our built as well as our
natural environment.
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These developments in the professionsand in the major sys-
tems and institutions that are part of professional life have an
inevitable, far-reaching impact on education. It the professions
change in more than superficial or transitory ways, then education
for the professions must also change. A fundamental reexamina-
tion of many of cur basic programs is already well under way at
Harvard. Given the variety of Harvard's professional schools
business, design, divinity, education, government, law, medicine
and dentistry, and public healthwe obviously cannot expect to
find a single new educational model or conception that will apply
equally well to all or even most of them. Yet a number of common
approaches and similar emphases have emerged in the course of
our planning process. These, as well as a number of more specific
initiatives, are described below.

2. RECONSIDERING PROFESSION. EDUCATION

AmoNG THE MOST PRON1INENT common themes and directions
emerging from the plans of our prokssional schools are these:

First. nearly every S' boot is reviewing, or has recently finished
reviewing, the design of its first-degree programand, in some cases,
its more advanced training programs as well. The IN, ledical School has
led the way: it began to phase in its watershed New Pathway pro-
gram for the M.D. degree in the mid-t98os, and full implementa-
tion is near. The School of Public Health has just reorganized its
basic curriculum around five interdisciplinary topics closely linked
to its main research agenda; meanwhile, a special fund has been
created in the School to support experiments with promising new
teaching methods. The Business School is in the midst of a full-
scale review of its M.B.A. program, and specific recommendations
are expected soon. The Graduate School of Design is reexamining
the curriculum for its master's programs, aiming to provide all stu-
dents with the opportunity for an integrated introduction to the
major design fields, including architecture, landscape architecture,
urban design, and planning.

These are only a few leading examples of the "reconstruction"
now under way in I larvard's professional schools. Comparisons
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are difficult, but it is hard to remember a time in recent history
when curricular reform in professional education at Harvard has
been so pervasive, so fundamental, and so potentially significant
in its consequences.

Second, the Schools' plans reflect a growing emphasis on the mis-
sion of training for leadership in public service. The professional
schools have always been motivated to educate students to
become leaders who willin the fullest sensebe useful to soci-
ety. At present, however, there is an even stronger emphasis on
the importance of leadership and on the mission of public ser-
vicean emphasis that is not ideological so much as genuinely
civic in nature.

There is, as I suggested earlier, a greater concern to help restore
the vitality of large-scale systems and organizations that have been
weakened in the past quarter-century. There is a special concern
for the not-for-profit sector of society: schools, government, social
service organizations, and cultural institutions and activities. And
there is a marked tendency to take into account more profoundly
the difficult questions of ethics and values that are intrinsic to all
professional practice today.

In other words, many of our professional schools are defining
not a new mission, but a different emphasis in the way they are
approaching their traditional mission. There is a more conscious
awareness that the world is troubled, that the foundations of soci-
ety seem less stable, that interdependencies are greater, and that
our need to he responsive must also be greater. Such concerns
underscoring a determined yet unromantic commitment to serve
societyecho through the planning documents of many Schools.

Third, virtually eq,ery School has identified the reexamination of
teaching methods as a major point olibius in the years to come. For it is
teaching, in many different settings, that roust bring together fun-
damental or abstract knowledge, the fruits of current research, and
something of the experience of "live" practice and decision making.

Equally important, teaching needs to be structured in a way that
involves students as active participants in the process of inquiry.
From this point of view, the best teaching should be seen as an
embryonic form of research. It should be designed to confront
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students with the need to test ideas and hypotheses against facts
and experience, to find new ways to approach difficult problems,
and to search for and analyze relevant evidence. It should, in other
words, help students to develop habits of mind that can sustain
them throughout a lifetime of facing unpredictable challenges and
dilemmas that require continuous learning.

Seen from this vantage point, teaching methods, curricular
substance, and research activities are deeply dependent on one
another. So it is not at all surprising that Harvard's professional
schools have identified the development of more effective
teaching methods and materials as integral to the redesign of
their programs.

Finally, the prof ssional schools, with ftw exceptions, do not flan
large-scale expansion in the decade ahead. This point, mentioned ear-
lier, needs only brief elaboration here. The number of students
enrolled in the Schools will, for the most part, remain about the
same. There will be some increases, especially though not only in
the Division of Medical Sciences doctoral program and in the
School of Public Health. Most of the Schools, however, already
have relatively high student-faculty ratios, and some are even plan-
ning to trim the number of students in certain areas.

With respect to faculty, there is a proposed net increase of
about 4o to so positions across all the nine professional schools
over the next several years (in addition to the 4o new positions in
Arts and Sciences). This modest expansion is designed partly to
strengthen the teaching mission, and partly to promote promising
research efforts.

New construction in the professional schools will be limited.
The new Law School building at Holmes Field is now nearly com-
plete. The School of Public Healthwhich has not added new
space for two decades, despite considerable programmatic
growthwill add roughly too,000 net square feet to relieve over-
crowding. Other planned changes, however, will make use of
already existing space. Laboratories at the Medical School, for
instance, will be renovated as major new faculty appointments are
made. Some c!sroom, library, or other modifications are planned
at the Divinity School, the Design School, the Law School, the
School of Dental Medicine, and elsewhere. The largest prospective
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renovation project involves the pending acquisition of Boston
English High School, adjacent to the Medical School and hospital
complex in the Longwood Avenue area. It represents an ideal set-
ting for collaborative projects involving the Medical School, the
hospitals, and possibly other groupsefforts that could signifi-
cantly strengthen the biomedical research base not only at Harvard
but throughout the greater Boston area.

3. SELECT INITIATIVES OF THE. SCHOOLS

ALTHOUGH THE. PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS do not plan major
growth in the next decade, they will clearly not remain in a

holding pattern. Quite the contrary. The redesign of many exist-
ing degree programs, the emphasis on new approaches to teach-
ing, the creation of several inter-School initiatives, the focused
reinvigoration of research efforts in select fields, the intensive use
of new technologies, the review of advanced education for mid-
career professionals as well as for recent college graduatesthese
and other activities will more than sustain the pace of change in
the years to come. The intention to he "smarter" not "bigger" will
test our institutional imagination and resilience, as well as our
ability to live within well-defined limits.

Of course, many of the most important and innovative of the
planned initiatives are specific to the individual Schools. Given
the significance of these initiatives, and the difficulty of conveying
their substance in a general discussion of professional education
across many different fields, I have tried to summarize briefly
some of the main points of the individual Schools' plans in the
several pages that follow.

l'he Graduate School of Business Administration

The Business School remains committed to the education of
general managersacross the whole spectrum of business activi-
tyand to understanding the actual practice of management. It is
now in the midst of a full-scale review of its M.B.A. program.
Known as "Leadership and Learning," this reexamination is an
opportunity to consider and reshape business education in the light
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of changes in the global economy, information technology, the
nature and composition of the contemporary workforce, and
the characteristics demanded for successful leadership. The process
may result in a significant reconfiguration of various aspects of the
M.B.A. programfrom the number and content of required
courses, to the size and structure of first-year "sections," to the role
of student fieldwork or apprenticeship opportunities, to curricular
flexibility that would allow students who have specific interests to
pursue them more intensively. The effort will stress the School's
growing emphasis on values, leadership, and business responsibility,
as well as the growing importance of international perspectives.

The School is also rethinking the range and content of its exec-
utive education programs, to keep them responsive to the lifelong
learning needs of business managers, their companies, and the
broader community. Central to this effort is the attempt to main-
tain the right balance between on-campus and off-campus learn-
ing, and to make appropriate use of different teaching
formatssuch as video, teleconferencing, computer programs, and
traditional case studies. In support of such initiatives, the School's
publishing organization is developing new means of delivering the
School's intellectual capital to managers, students, and scholars
around the world.

The School's research activities remain very closely linked with
its teaching programs. Rigorous, relevant field research continues
to demand a large-scale commitment of time and resources, so
that faculty can work directly with practitioners and understand
firsthand the problems that managers confront. Meanwhile, the
investment in new technologies and the development of interna-
tional case studies will be not only sustained but expanded. This is
a continuing effort, but one that will in the future require an even
greater investment of faculty time and financial resources. Finally,
the School is now developing a greater capacitywith more facul-
ty involvementin the extremely important area of not-for-profit
management.

The Graduate School of Design

The Design School seeks to prepare prokssionals concerned
with the making of built environments, and to advance knowledge
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and skills in architecture, landscape architecture, and urban design
and planning. Particularly at this point in history, the School is
committed to maintaining an open approach to design problems,
without attempting to impose any single style or tradition in its
education and research. In both teaching and scholarship, the
School is concerned about issues such as the need to respond to
the larger design and planning problems of many metropolitan
areas, both here and abroad. (bestions concerning the relation-
ship between urban settlement patterns and the social and eco-
nomic condition of communities within our cities are a critical
part of the larger "metropolitan agenda." In addition, there is the
continuing need to preserve the cultural legacy of older buildings
and landscapes, while maintaining appropriate opportunities to
address present-day needs.

As already suggested, the School of Design is undertaking a
comprehensive review of its degree programs. One major goal is to
strive for more cooperative teaching and research among the
School's main departments and programs. This will involve, for
example, design studio offerings for master's degree students,
allowing a focus on problems that demand an understanding of the
methods and perspectives of all the major design fields. In addi-
tion, the School will devote a greater share of attention and
resources to its midcareer advanced-degree programs, in response
to the needs of the profession.

Finally, there will be an effort to strengthen the already strong
programs concerning the relationship between the built environ-
ment and the natural environment, as well as to expand the
School's involvement in regional and urban planningincluding a
newly established joint Program in I./rban Planning with the
Kennedy School of Government. Throughout, the School will
continue to stress the ways in which creative uses of advanced
information technology can be integrated fully into the curriculum,
research, and design practice.

The Divinity School

The Divinity School prepares students who wish to enter the
ministries of various denominations, and also offers advanced study
in religion and related subjects to other students who wish to enter
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careers in teaching and human service. There is an emphasis on
research through historical and comparative approaches to differ-
ent religious traditions, as well as a strong concern to foster public
discussion about contemporary ethical, social, and political issues.

The School hopes to create a far more informed dialogue on
how values and ethics rooted in various religious traditions relate
to values that are central to political institutions, to the world of
business, and to the practice of law, medicine, and other profes-
sional fields. To realize this goal, a new Center for the Study of
Values in Public Life will he created. The Center will address, for
instance, problems concerning the role of religion in American
public life and in international affairs. At a time when religious
values influence the attitudes of many citizens on a range of
domestic issues, and whin religion continues to play a critical role
in relations among different nations and peoples, the need for
careful examination of religion's public role is apparent. To study
uch issues criticallyand to help professionals in 'variety of

fields explore practicable solutions to problems of this kindwill
be one of the Center's chief purposes. The Center will also be
important to the School's effort to encourage more interdisciplin-
ary work, and to bridge the gap between the more practical or
technical aspects of professional training and the classical text-
based methods that are characteristic of traditional theological
education. The recent appointment of a distinguished senior
scholar in religion and society has helped to launch the Center's
work, and two additional faculty appointments are contemplated.

On another front, the Divinity School will be developing its
programs in world religions, especially through the existing Center
for the Study of World Religions. The recent appointment of a
new director for the Center, a specialist in South American and
African religions, has helped revitalize the Center's mission.
Additional development is envisaged in Islamic and Buddhist
studies. The School also plans to strengthen its excellent program
in Women's Studies in Religion, and its work in African-
American religious traditions (where an important senior appoint-
ment has recently been made). These are further examples of the
School's concern to extend its reach into areas where it can collab-
orate with other parts of the university. Finally, the School is car-
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Tying out a redesign of its programs in education for the ministry, a
clear priority Ibr the next decade.

The Graduate School of Education

The School of Education plans a major effort over the next
decade to contribute to the improvement of public school educa-
tion in the United States. There are obviously many serious prob-
lems affecting our public schools, and no one believes that
fundamental progress xvill come easily. But a national process, with
many promising experiments, is now under way.

The School has identified five broad priorities or themes to help
guide its future efforts. The first concentrates on family and com-
munity. This involves, among other things, a new specialization in
"risk and prevention," which focuses on specific risk factors faced
by children from poor or highly stressed families. The goal is to
design effectiveand earlytbrms of intervention. The I larvard
Family Research Project will also play a role in the effort to help
form closer and better working relationships among schools, fami-
lies, and community groups.

The second theme centers on policy and management, and
includes the School's special training programs for urban superin-
tendents and for school principals. These are extremely important
programs, because they have the capacity to affect the design and
the leadership capacity of entire schools and school systems. A new
Center for Research on Urban Educational Policy will he linked to
the programs fir principals and superintendents, and all of these
efforts will involve participants from both the Kennedy School and
the Business School.

The third themeteaching and learningcontinues the
School's study of "what works" in different classroom settings.
Which approaches to teaching, to the curriculum, and to the
design of classrooms or schools are likely to he most effective in
different localities or environments? Addressing such questions
will require, among other things, efforts to link research to practice
by continuing to strengthen our cooperative relationships with
local schools and teachers.

The fourth themenational dialoguedraws on the School's
exceptional strength in policy analysis. The School recently
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initiated a series of forums for the analysis and discussion of
major educational policy issues, such as school choice programs,
national testing, and altern,jive assessment methods. This
forum project involves not only public events, but also related
publications and semester-long visits by distinguished practi-
tioners. The aim is to frame the issues related to major national
debates on the subject of school reform, and to follow up with
further analysis and evaluation.

Finally, the School is taking a leadership role in the Project on
Schooling and Children. This joint effort with several other
Harvard Schools and Faculties is described more fully at a later
point in this report.

The John P. ' ennedy School of Government

The Kennedy School's goal is to prepare leaders for service in
government and public affairs, while also contributing to the
eff.ort to find solutions to important public problems. The need
for leadership in government and other public service organiza-
tions has never been greaterand the need to educate students
and professionals who are committed to public service could
scarcely be more urgent.

Developing additional capacity in several priority areas that
have a domestic focushut whose implications are often interna-
tionalis the School's principal challenge. These areas include
health care, public school education and governance, domestic
political economy, the environment, and the management of not-
for-profit enterprises. All of these subjects are of interest to several
other Schools at Harvard, and otter the Kennedy School important
opportunities to build cross-Faculty connections. In addition, the
School plans closer links between its different research centers and
its various teaching programs.

The School will also build on the international initiatives
involving teaching, research, policy analysis, and strategic
advicethat have characterized so many of its activities in recent
years. These include, for example, projects in the thrmer Soviet
union relating to economic development and the creation of free
markets; Project Liberty, which has cosponsored conferences and
exchanges on democracy for public officials in Eastern Europe;
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the Program on Economic Reform in Ukraine; a set of related
planning projects in South Africa; and the Mason Program in
Public Policy and Management, which brings to the School expe-
rienced policymakers from developing and newly industrialized
countries. In short, the international agenda is already densely
packed, and will clearly remain so.

Finally, the School is reviewing its approach to teaching, with an
emphasis on integrating the analytic skills that support policy
analysis with the management skills that enable policy execution.
The fundamental issue at stake, of course, is the challenge of edu-
cating individuals for public leadership during a period of rapid
global change. The greater scale, complexity, and heterogeneity of
institutions and societies; the need to forge consensus when the
possibility for achieving it is often so sharply constrained; the wide-
spread decline in respect for legitimate forms of authority; the
potential global implications of many I :cal events; the prevalence of
organized violence and terrorism, as well as contagious random vio-
lencethese and other factors make the process of governance and
the exercise of public leadership a particularly difficult problem in
our contemporary world. For the Kennedy School especially, the
shifting and unpredictable nature of domestic and international sit-
uations will continue to present difficult choicesand new oppor-
tunitiesconcerning what to teach and how to teach it, as well as
how to integrate scholarship with practice.

The Law School

The Law School is currently building its capacity in select fields
that are especially important to evolving legal scholarship and
practice. These include key areas such as health-care regulation,
environmental law, immigration law, and the administrative and
economic law of the European Communityas well as the field of
international and comparative law more generally. The newly dedi-
cated Reginald F. Lewis International Law Center will help
strengthen this latter effort, as will the recently created Center for
Islamic Legal Studieswhich joins the existing programs in East
Asian legal studies, human rights, international taxation, and
international financial systems as part of the School's broad-based
program of international legal studies.
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Besides developing new courses in select areas, the School is
also in the process of increasing the opportunities for small-group
teaching and learning. Planned additions to the faculty--and a
greater number of small classrooms, in locations including the new
I lolmes Field buildingshould make it possible for every student
to take at least one small-group seminar each year. As part of this
renewed emphasis on teaching, the School also intends to
strengthen its clinical program: the new Legal Services Center in
Jamaica Plain will be one important ingredient in the effort to link
classroom work with field experience.

Various research programsincluding the Program on
Negotiation, the Program in Law and Economics, the Program
on the Legal Profession, and several otherswill continue to
require steady support, as will the broad range of research activi-
ties undertaken by individual faculty members. An extremely
important rehabilitation of Langdell Library is also planned.
Finally, the School will continue to strengthen its programs of
financial aid, including the Low Income Protection Plan and the
Kaufman Fellows program, both of which seek to encourage grad-
uates to pursue careers in the public interest.

The Faculty o/ Medicine

The Medical School will move forward to the next stage of
implementing its New Pathway program, a major initiative that is
transforming the nature of education for the M.D. degree.
Students in the program are assigned to one of five "societies,"
each of which is intended to function as a cohesive community of
teachers and students. It is to these societies that responsibility for
the course of study and its continuing renewal will he entrusted.
The program places great emphasis on case studies, seminars, and
small classes--formats that engage students actively in the process
of learning, working individually and in teams to explore the
origins of clinical problems and the ways to manage them. Full
implementation of the program will continue to require a consider-
able investment of time and resources. But the New Pathway
has already broken important new ground, and when fully
in place it will represent a truly fundamental restructuring of
medical education.
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The Medical School intends to build a more powerful effort in a

few select fields where intensified basic research is especially likely to

hasten the cure or better treatment of serious disease. These areas

include structural biological chemistry, where advances are deepen-

ing our understanding of the shape of proteins that play essential
roles in all forms of life, from viruses to human beings; cell biology

and experimental pathology, with particular attention to cell division

and differentiation and their relation to cancer; immunology related

to AIDS, transplantation, and autoimmune disorders such as dia-
betes and arthritis; and neurobiology, critical to our understanding

of how brain functions affect perception, movement, cognition, and

mood. Investment in new technology will be extremely important to

moving forward in several of these areas and others.
The School also plans to bring greater cohesion and more effec-

tive structure to its many clinical departments. Psychiatry an ambu-
latory care arc leading examples of areas in which this effort is under

way. Concurrently, the Medical School and its affiliated institutions
(of which there are now 17 hospitals and other organizations) have

begun discussions to evaluate the impact of changing patterns in the
delivery of medical services on the academic and patient-care mis-
sions of the institutions. The goal is to find ways to continue the
close cooperative arrangements that have existed for so long, while

also undertaking the degree of adaptation and change that will he

necessary to ensure continued improvement in the quality of health

care through research and education in the years ahead.
The Dental School (part of the Faculty of Medicine since 1990)

is reviewing its D.M.D. curriculum with an eve toward integrating

more problem-based approaches into the last three years of the
program. The School is continuing to review and reorganize its
departmental structure, and a new clinical center, housed in the
School's main facility, has just been completed.

The Schoolof Public Health

The School of Public Health remains dedicated to studying and

improving the health of populations throughout the world. Its out-

look extends well beyond the care of individual patients to the
study of how our health depends on the way we live, the way we

work, and the way we interact with our environment.
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The School offers programs leading to both doctoral and mas-
ter's degrees. It has recently redesignedand is continuing to
developthe. curriculum for its master's (M.P.H.) program. The
program has been rebuilt around five interdisciplinary, career-
related concentrations: international health, health-care manage-
ment, public management and community health, occupational
and environmental health, and quantitative methods.
Strengthening the program's core offerings on public health prin-
ciples and highlighting the ethical dimensions of public health
practice are also important parts of this redesign project. In this
respect, the recently established program on health and human
rights is a vital step forward in the School's work.

In addition to curricular redesign, the School is experimenting
with different approaches to teaching. It has begun to make
greater use of case studies, small-group discussion, and a mix of
field experience and classroom learning in seeking more effective
ways to approach problems that require insights drawn from many
fields or disciplines.

As the School looks ahead, its research activities are taking
shape in five principal thematic directions. First, there is the
drive to confront some of the most threatening diseases of our
time: cancer, AIDS, and heart disease. The School has an active
interdisciplinary center devoted to each of these areas. Second,
the School is analyzing and assessing health-care delivery syste,ms
in the United States and abroad, helping to address the need for
more equitable, cost-effective ways to provide high-quality care
to large populations. Third, the School brings a strongly scientif-
ic approach to the analysis of environmental hazards, in its effort
to help design strategies for healthier indoor and outdoor envi-
ronments. Fourth, the School is home to the world's most com-
prehensive study of diet and health, and will press forward with
its studies of how behavior, nutrition, and life-style factors influ-
ence public health and in turn may be influenced through com-
munication, education, and public policy. Finally, the School is
working to strengthen scientific, analytic, and decision-making
capacities in developing countries, many of which face formidable
problems of disease but lack the means to combat them.
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4. SUMMARY

I DREW ATTENTION to a number of broad common
themes and directions suggested by the plans of Harvard's dif-

ferent professional schools. It is now possible to glance back for
a moment, and summarize some of the quite specific ideas that recur
in manythough not allof the Schools' plans. A short list
would include:

A strong emphasis on the idea of education for leadership,
and a concern for the development of the values, qualities, and
capacities that good leadership requires.

A strong interest in virtually all aspects of international stud-
ies, consistent with the university's goal of remaining an interna-
tional as well as a national institution.

A focus on certain fields of studyrelated to important
problems in societythat rank consistently high on the priority list
of many Schools. These include health care and health-care sys-
tems, environmental studies, and public school educationto
name just a few that are most frequently mentioned.

A commitment to more effective teaching and learning,
with a strong emphasis on small-group classes and seminars; a
greater reliance on case studies that can focus attention on com-
plex problems requiring active inquiry and debate; a recognition of
the need to realize the benefits of modern technologies in the
classroom as well as in research; and an increased interest in stu-
dent internships, fieldwork, or similar activities to help ensure
that we do a proper job of connecting practice with formal
academic study. In School after School we find that investments
in additional facultyhowever modest the numbersare closely
linked to investments in better teaching.

A recognition of the benefits to he gained from integrating
fields of knowledge, and from collaboratingwhen appropriate
with different parts of the university in orde- to make more effec-
tive use of the resources we already possess.
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Part IV. Crossing Boundaries

TII E PREVIOUS TWO PARTS of this report have concentrated
on plans and activities specific either to the Faculty of Arts
and Sciences or to the professional schools. This section

concentrates on several activities that reach more broadly across

Harvard as a whole. If they are not literally university-wide in all
their aspects, they nevertheless involve many different units and
have the potential for even broader development.

I. INTERNATIONAL. DIMENSIONS

IT IS CLEAR THAT Ti! E woRLD has become a smaller place:
information and ideasas well as movements and patterns of

actioncross national and regional boundaries with a speed and
intensity we could scarcely have imagined even a few decades ago.
This heightened sense of interconnectedness raises major questions
for the university. 1 low can we best educate our students to live
and work effectively in an increasingly globalized society? I low can
we foster programs of research that bridge not only intellectual
boundaries, but international ones?

Whether the particular subject is world religions or international
financial systems, the environmental impact of economic develop-
ment or the emergence of fledgling democracies abroad, these
questions are now receiving an unprecedented degree of attention
across the university. And our emerging initiatives build on a base
of exceptional strength. As already noted, the plans of many of our
professional schools reflect a strong common emphasis on interna-
tional programs and perspectives. Within the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences, that emphasis is no less clear.

A recent survey, for example, showed that nearh 4o percent of
all courses in the Faculty of Arts and Sciencesand about 45

SI 0
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percent of all Core Curriculum courseshave a significant inter-
national dimension. Meanwhile, scholarship in international and
area studies continues to flourish, largely (hut by no means exclu-
sively) through a broad range of research centers, institutes, and
program committees. Within the FAS alone, these units range
from the Center for International Affairs to the Russian Research
Center and the Ukrainian Research Institute; from the Center for

European Studies to the Fairbank Center for East Asian Research
and the Reischauer Institute of Japanese Studies; from the Center
for Middle Eastern Studies to the Harvard Academy for
International and Area Studies; from committees devoted to the
study of Latin America, Africa, and other regions, to our many
museums with their collections drawn from every part of the
world. Beyond Arts and Sciences lies a further array of interna-
tional programs and centers, too numerous to identil\ here.

There is also a wealth of other activities that are international in
nature, it not in name. These includeamong many othersstud-
ies of constitutional government and human rights; of public
health and health-care systems; of modernist art and architecture;
of manufacturing and trade; of warfare and terrorism (as well as
peacemaking and negotiation); of gender and race and ethnicity;
and of the ways in which new technologies or scientific discoveries
move from region to region, transforming how individuals and
societies organize their lives.

In short, the university-wide agenda fir international studies is
rich and substantial. And our community of international students
and scholars is large and strong. Throughout the university, nearly

2,700 citizens of more than no foreign countries are enrolled in
Harvard degree programsnearly 15 percent of all our degree can-
didates. (The figure is 7 percent in the College, higher in most of
the professional schools.) Within our faculty ranks, we continue to
seek and attract outstanding scholars from all over the world. And,
apart from the students, titculty, and staff in residence from other
countries, dozens of foreign visitors come to the university virtually
every dayto give speeches or informal talks, to teach a class or
seminar, or simply to meet with people who work and study here.

Meanwhile, more and more of our students and faculty travel
abroad on exchange programs, for special projects, or purely to
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become more familiar with other countries and cultures. And new
technological resources such as the Internetan electronic net-
work that links universities and other institutions around the
globeare literally bringing worlds of information and interactive
communication to scholars in their offices, or to students in their
rooms. The presence of the wider world is increasingly evident on
campus, wherever one looks.

The sheer scale and variety of I larvard's international pursuits
make it hard to contemplate a single university-wide structure that
could effectively oversee and coordinate all of them. Our approach
has been, and must remain, more multifaceted. We need to assem-
ble flexible networks of individuals and groups to work together on
specific projects, even as we continue to support centers, institutes,
and departments devoted to the study of particular languages, cul-
tures, countries, and regions. We need organizations and programs
that are committed to societies and nations defined geographically;
but we also need cross-cultural and cross-regional comparative
studies, as well as studies that focus on transnational systems,
movements, and processes of different kinds.

Against this background, our broad goals and priorities in the
international realm include the following:

7'o be cosmopolitan in or:r outlookby integrating international
perspectives into our scholarship and leaching, by keeping our com-
munity accessible to students and scholars from many different
nations and cultures, and by providing students from the United
States with appropriate opportunitio to study and work abroad. We
want students from throughout the world to have some experi-
ence of our own society, and we want to contribute to the edu-
cation and training of leaders throughout the world. At the
same time, we want students from the United States to under-
stand the perspectives of people from other culturesthrough
courses of study that capture the international dimensions of
contemporary life, and through opportunities to meet, work
with, and come to know their peers from other societies. While
the latter aim can he achieved in part by maintaining an inter-
nationally diverse campus community, we must also provide
increased opportunities for American students to pursue
research projects in other countries, as well as to take advantage

r0
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of summer internships, special language training, and formal

academic programs overseas.

To strengthen our regional and international centers and programs,

so that they can continue their fundamental work studying and

teaching the languages, history, and culture of different societies.

This will require, as suggested earlier, more and better space for

the different programs and groups based in Arts and Sciences

especially space that allows different centers and institutes to

cooperate on joint projects, conferences, and other activities

that cross boundaries. It will also require identifying and taking

advantage of natural affinities between the centers based in Arts

and Sciences and related activities in the professional schools.

To add more faculty (within the number of new positions already

cited) in fields of special importance to our international eflbrts. As

is clear from the plans of the different Schools, East Asian stud-

ies, Middle Eastern and Islamic studies, and Latin American

studies are important priorities in many parts of the university.

Meanwhile, our strength in European studies is already excep-

tional, but.must he constantly renewed. Recent appointments in

African studies as well as Afro-American studies have but-

tressed our work in those areas. Finally, as one would expect,

there is much interest and activity nowand a need for extra

supportin Russian, Ukrainian, and "former Soviet Union"

studies (as well as studies of Central and Eastern Europe).

We cannot possibly aspire to cover all regions of the globe

indeed, there are vast areas where we do little if anything
because each one of these special fields is complicated and

extremely expensive to address properly. It can take decades to

build a strong program in any one area, because so much

depends on having adequate library resources, outstanding fac-

ulty in several disciplines, and sufficient endowments to fund

research, travel, exchange programs, and other activities. But

in those areas where we already have programs or centers, we

must ensure their capacity to remain very strong at a time of

vast international challenge and change.

To develop flexible means to encourage and support promising ini-

tiative's in topical (as distinct from regional) fields. The intention
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here is not to establish new centers or formal programs, but to
make it possible for faculty and students from different depart-
ments and Schools to purs'ue some of the complex cross-cutting
topics already described. For example, in recent months groups
of faculty members have proposed projects on such timely
themes as democratization, ethnic conflict, and international
migration. New courses, advanced seminars or colloquia, and
limited research projects could he supported from a flexible
fund that provided seed money for the most promising ventures
of this kind.

Given the considerable sweep of our international activities, and
the excellent programs that have been developed over the course of
many decades, we are unusually well positioned to move ahead: to
advance understanding of what is happening in the world as it
evolves, and to educate students so that they can comprehend
events and act as effective leaders.

2. ADDITIONAL INTER-FACULTY INITIATIVES

ANY NU1MBER OF PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS within the university
involve several different Faculties or Schoolsincluding

many of the international activities just discussed. The initiatives
that will he described in this section are highlighted because they
have only recently begun to function as defined academic and
administrative units, and because they involve subjects identified as
important priorities in the plans of several different Schools. The
areas are ethics and the prokssions; health policy; environmental
studies; schooling and children; and "mind, brain, and behavior."
I fere, as in other spheres, the focus lies not on creating large-scale
and autonomous new entities, but rather on strengthening connec-
tions among the university's different parts.

Each of these initiatives concerns a very large topic, and noneof them makes any pretense of covering more than part of the
broad area in question. Large numbers of faculty and students
pursue each of these subjects, every year, in countless ways that
cannot possibly be captured by the particular programs described
below. The special value of these programs, however, is that they
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can help define a more manageable institutional agenda, by tar-
geting specific issues for more systematic collaborative work. In
this sense, they constitute another way in which the university can
address some of the more pressing problems that now face our
own society and others.

Ethics anti the Professions

Education at Harvard is concerned intrinsically and pervasively
with values and ethics. In our academic programsas well as in
other activitieswe insist on honesty and integrity, on hard work
and high standards, on the need for individuals to take responsibil-
ity for their actions. We emphasize the values of tolerance, mutual
respect, and understandingthe need not only to develop one's
own convictions, but also to live with and learn from people who
have very different backgrounds and views. And we are firmly
committed to the fundamental values of free inquiry and expres-
siona commitment that requires a robust institution capable of
thriving on energetic discussion, argument, and debate.

Education that touches on ethics and values takes place in
countless settings, every day, throughout the universityas in the
important work of Memorial Church, the United Ministries,
Ilillel, and other religious organizations. Public service activities
and other extracurricular pursuits make another kind of contribu-
tionas do the daily conversations that students have with proc-
tors and tutors, faculty and staff, and one another. Learning about
values and ethics also has an important place in the formal curricu-
lumin the moral reasoning component of the Core Curriculum,
in the teaching of professional ethics and responsibility at the pro-
fessional schools, and in the syllabus for any number of individual
courses offered by various Faculties and departments.

Among our many activities and programs, the Harvard
University Program in Ethics and the Professions has a distinctive
place. It starts with the assumption that many developments in
contemporary life have created ethical problems that often depend
on technical or highly specialized knowledgeand unusually com-
plicated moral reasoningfor their resolution.

Technology and science have played a large part in creating the
circumstances that underlie these new dilemmas. In medicine, for
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instance, there are all the difficult questions posed for individuals,
families, physiciansand the legal system concerning decisions
that affect the ending, or the very beginning, of human life. In
addition, the more we learn about our genetic structure and the
causes of disease, the more we will he able to make reasonable pre-
dictions about the futurehow certain inherited traits, certain
habits, or certain parts of our environment are likely to increase (or
decrease) our chances for healthy lives. What kinds of interven-
tions will we accept as permissible in order to increase the life-
chances or health of individuals (and populations)? How much
regulation of behavior will seem acceptable?

There are similar problems in the zone between private and pub-
lic life. New technologies can provide official agencies and other
organizations much readier access to a great deal of information
about the private affairs of individualsincluding credit ratings,
employment history, and much more. I low do we control access to
such information? I low do we protect the rights of individuals?
When does the publicor certain agencieshave a legitimate right
to know? How do we know who knows?

The Program in Ethics and the Professions does not presume to
prescribe the "correct answers" to such dilemmas. But it does sub-
ject them to the collective scrutiny of a group of faculty, visiting
fellows, and advanced students from the different professions as
well as other relevant disciplines (such as moral philosophy, politi-
cal theory, and religious studies), who are brought together for an
intensive year-long seminar. Fundamental readings, as well as
selected case studies, are used. The participants become bilingual:
they learn to master the knowledge and language of specific pro-
fessions, as well as the language and logic of ethics, in order to
study some of the most important and difficult problems facing
contemporary professionals.

The Program has already had a significant impact through its
education of future faculty and practitioners. Several of the
Program's alumni have become faculty members at Harvard's own
professional schools, and they are introducing new materials into
the regular curriculum and research programs of their Schools.
Others have returned to their home institutions to develop new
courses and programs. This important ripple effect is an excellent
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example of how a program that is small in scale, but university-
wide in its structure and implications, can make its presence felt
directly on education and society, both close to home and beyond.

Environmental Studies

Nearly all of Harvard's Schools and Faculties have identified
environmental studies as one of their key priorities, and every School
is represented on the recently established university-wide
Committee on the Environment. Formed only last year, the
Committee has already created a new focus for a wide array of
I Iarvard's research and teaching programs that relate to the
environment.

In one of its first signal achievements, the Committee gained
full faculty approval this past spring for a new undergraduate con-
centration in environmental studies. The concentration has a
strong science core, and also includes substantial work in public
policy. Although new and demanding, it is already attracting an
impressive number of talented students.

The Committee will identify a major theme each yearor every
other yearto serve as focal point for collaborative research, semi-
nars, lectures, tutorials, and special publications. The first topic
will he the tensions between economic development and environ-
mental protection in China. The project will shed light not only on
the Chinese situation, but also on similar problems faced by many
other countries and regions as they try to develop their industrial
base without doing severe damage to their own environment, or
that of the world. Through this project and others, the Committee
will bring together individuals from many disciplines, and will also
help to bridge the gap between basic research and its practical
applications. Again, the core of this program is deliberately
designed to he modest in scale, but powerful in focus, and strong
in its outreach.

Schooling and Children

Some of the problems facing the nation's public schools have
already been mentioned in a previous section of this report. As we
know, those problems involve much more than curriculum and
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pedagogy. The social fabric of neighborhoods and communities, the
condition of families, the health and nutrition of children, the eco-
nomic predicament of many cities and towns, the prevalenceof vio-

lence and substance abuse in many areas, the interplay of race
relations and housing patterns and povertythese and other factors

all bear strongly on the large question of "schooling and children."
The Project on Schooling and Children will he led by the

Graduate School of Education, in close cooperation with the
Kennedy School, the School of Public I Icalth, the Faculty of Arts
and Sciences, the Business School, the Law School, and other
parts of I Iar'ard. Its activities will include important cross-School
research projects, public colloquia and forums, special seminars,
advanced training programs, and joint work with local public

schools and other educational organizations.
The Project's agenda will include a focus on timely questions

of public policy, such as alternative approaches to the concept of
school choice, or proposals for national testing. It will also grapple
with specific problems faced inside the schools (such as how to
improve teaching in math and science, or how to develop effective

after-school programs) and in the surrounding communities (such

as how to involve parents in the educational process, or how to
deal with the question of responsibility for children's health care,
nutrition, and other needs). The aim is not to cover all aspects of
this complex field, but to concentrate on important specific prob-
lems that are well suited to the kinds of research, teaching, and

fieldwork that a university can undertake. Our public schools
clearly face enormous difficulties, and I laryard is fully committed

to doing whatever it can to help.

Mind, Brain, and Behavior

Recent advances in neuroscience and related fields are teaching

US far more than we have ever known about the brain and how it
functionsespecially how different sectors of the brain affect
behavior in %Try precise ways. The more direct connections we dis-

cover between identifiable parts of the brain and human actions or
functions (related to memory, vision, perception, speech, feelings,

and our capacity to reason), the more we may find remedies for
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physiological or psychological problems: new therapeutic drugs or
medicines, new forms of neurosurgical or similar interventions, or
new ways to correct for damaging genetic defects.

In addition, the more we discover those parts of our being that
are largely "chemical" or "electrical" in nature, the more challeng-
ing it is to develop adequate ways to define and explain those parts
of ourselves that are less closely linked to purely physiological
functions. flow is the mind different from the brain? How do we
account for our sense of a "self' that has intentions, that acts freely,
and that is somehow much more than our purely physical body and
brain? These are age-old questions. What makes them challenging
in fresh ways is the far greater amount of knowledge and under-
standing that we now possessand the improved technology
enabling us to press forward even further.

The inter-Faculty initiative on mind, brain, and behavior will
involve people from many disciplines: medicine, the biological sci-
ences, psychology, religion, computer science, philosophy, and cul-
tural anthropology, among others. The goal will be to carry
forward research in all the relevant fields, choosing special topics
the topic of addiction is one examplethat demand an analysis of
the interactions among the brain, the mind, and behavior. By con-
centrating on a specific problem such as addiction, for instance,
faculty and students will be able to analyze how the brain functions
when it is affected by certain substances. They can trace in detail
the effects on different aspects of human behavior (including
everything from vision, to changes in mood, to more overt
actions). They can also test alternative therapiessuch as the
choice between chemical (e.g., methadone) and rehabilitative (e.g.,
behavioral) approaches to the treatment of drug addiction. And
they can compare the attitudes, in different societies, toward the
use of particular substances: why the same drugs may be regarded
as dangerous, or medicinal, or an acceptable part of certain social
(or religious) rinials in different parts of the world.

As this example suggests, the initiative on mind, brain, and
behavior ofkrs an unusually exciting chance to stimulate interdis-
ciplinary discussion of fundamental questions about human nature,
while also addressing individual and social problems of profound
practical importance.
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Health Polity

Harvard has long had many facultyspread among several
Schools--involved in issues relating to health care and health policy.
In the last two years, however, a new university-wide program has

been established at the doctoral level to educate and train individu-
als from several disciplines who want to become experts in differ-

ent aspects of health policy. Candidates can choose to concentrate
on health economics, the health-care system, the practice of health
care, and other important topics.

Given the great complexity, cost, and significance of health
care, it is obvious that we will continue to needwell into the
futurepeople who are highly trained and versatile, and who can
help to analyze, design, and manage our evolving systems.
Whatever happens in the field of health care in the short run, the
basic issues and problems will not be solved in any permanent way.
We will have to he ready for continual readjustments and periodic
major changesindefinitely. The long-range challenge of educat-
ing a cadre of individuals to provide continuing advice, analysis,

and leadership is extremely important.
The new program is off to an excellent start. This year's incom-

ing class is slightly larger than last year's, and the quality is excep-
tionally high. In addition to the doctoral program, there are also

master's programs in selected professional schools. Stipends for
students, start-up research grants for faculty, and some funds for
course development will all be important to the program's contin-
ued succ:.s.

The inter-Faculty initiatives just described vary in their struc-
ture, scale, and approach. Some arc engaged in a full range of
activities, including undergraduate and graduate education,
research, and various eff orts at outreach to the outside community;
others are more limited in scope. Some involve every, or nearly

every, School; others, only four or five. But all the programs have
at least two important characteristics in common.

First, each tries to bring together existing talents and resources
from different parts of the university, to help coordinate and inten-

sify our efforts in an important field. In an institutional setting like
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ours, this task is far from easybut the developments to date have
been encouraging.

Second, each program deliberately sets out to address a cluster
of serious problems confronting society. The agenda is ambitious,
and "solutions" clearly lie far beyond the reach of any one institu-
tion. Yet progress, however difficult and sometimes erratic, can be
made. If individuals from across the university's different parts are
encouraged to combine their energieswith one another, and
with others outside Harvard--the cumulative effect can be power-
ful indeed.

3. LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

IT HAS BECOME ESSENTIALLY IMPOSSIBLE to talk about libraries,
and to plan for their future, without also taking into account the

present pace of technological change. Nearly all aspects of our
library and information technology systems have been reviewed
carefully during the past two yearsby committees of the
Overseers, by the offices of both the University Library and the
College Library, and by other groups. Not surprisingly, the plans
of nearly all our Schools and Faculties devote a great deal of atten-
tion to libraries and information technology. Details vary, but the
general message is a consistent one.

The library of the future will differ markedly from libraries
of the past. Our libraries will continue to collect and circulate
millions of hooks and journals, and to store and preserve many
kinds of materialsfrom rare books, to archival collections, to
the most recent monographs. But libraries will also make infor-
mation available in a far greater variety of ways, and a library will
he-- indeed, it is already beingconceived less as a single dis-
crete physical space than as a gateway to a complex of networks
involving many different spaces, media, communications links,
and information sources.

Acquisition and possession of published materials will obvious-
ly remain very important, but ready access to the world of infor-
mation outside (as well as within) the library's walls will become
an increasing priority. As more and more texts and images and
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audio materials become available electronically, our faculty, stu-

dents, and staff will need the ability to "tune in" with the same

ease and rapidity that we now associate with radio or television.
For all the changes we have already seen in the past few years, we

are only at the beginning of an era that will dramatically expand
the capacities that even now exist.

To remain current, we \vill need to extend the networks that are

already in place in many parts of the campus, moving quickly to a

point where most or all of them can be connected to our high-

speed fiber-optic "spine." Additional local networksconnecting
dormitory rooms, offices, and other locations one to another
must also he developed. There arc parts of I larvard in the forefront

of such developments, and pressing the frontiers of what can be

done. But there arc many other places where we arc seriously lag-

ging, and can no longer afford to do so. It will he very expensive to

create the new systems and maintain them, but not to do so
wouldin terms of education and research--be far more costly.

Describing the many steps that this enterprise will require
would take an entire report. Let me mention only a few high-
lights. First, we are well on our way to completing a comprehen-

sive university-wide electronic catalogue covering the millions of
hooks and journals in our collections. This catalogue allows users

at the library or at remote locations to find out whether I larvard

owns a particular volume, where it is located, and whether it is
currently checked out. A significant part of the catalogue (known

1w the acronym "I IOLLIS") has come on-line over the past few

years, and the project should he complete within the next three to

five years.
The Veritas Information Network, or "VINE," is another

important component. This computer-based network includes cur-

rent 1 larvard job listings, a faculty and staff directory, events calen-

dars and newsletters from different Schools and departments, a

variety of information for undergraduate and graduate students,

and an ever-expanding list of additional items. in addition,
through the software application known as 'Gopher," all the

courses offered by all I larvard's different Faculties and Schools
have nowas of this yearbecome searchable by computer.
Rather than have to flip through hupreils of pages of different
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catalogues, a student can now sit at a terminal and discover, within
seconds, the various courses offered throughout the university that
touch on a particular subject matter: whether childhood develop-
ment, or macroeconomic theory, or biotechnology. This leap in
access should help students take much greater advantage of educa-
tional opportunities not only within their own Schools, but
throughout I larvard.

The new technology will also make available an increasing vari-
ety of electronic textsfrom the complete works of Shakespeare
to the Koran, from vast archives of popular music lyrics to current
and historical government documents. And the information can
be readily searched and manipulated. Ion instance, a student
interested in tracing a specific concept in Greek philosophy can
consult virtually all recorded references in all the relevant texts,
and follow the concept's evolution from writer to writer.

The possibilities for research are too numerous to describe.
Consider, for example, that it has become possible for scholars at
I larvard, using their own desktop computers, to monitor direct
astronomical observation: taking place in Arizona; or to study
"flexible manufacturing'. and its implications for competitiveness,
using factory automation data gathered from various countries; or
to examine and process the medical scans of patients located in
hospitals in distant regions of the country or the world. From these
examples, and many others, it is clear that the modern scholar's
library reaches far beyond the confines of a particular building.
One must think in terms of an international universe of informa-
tion, accessible through networks that link I larvard's parts to each
other and to unlimited regions beyond.

The implications for planning are dramatic, and the need for
coordination throughout the universio. essential. Ac stated in the
1Iniyersity Library's Ten-Year Plan (1992):

\villm [Amine: core tion. of book. and journal. %%Athol the huff \van of

a hbrare the relation.luit between 'the eentrl I larvarel iniver.ity
Library' and the eon.tituent hin ark. lot the difterent 'viol.' %v.v. tirb
,itaightt.orwarel. here were kw km inc. that needed etiordination....

Our librai ie. are no longet able to fun. tion in .uch kolatson.
Inteidese Oman re-ware 11, ,IC. thIpli, in the eollectiuu., the
i.1,.111 eoopeiatue national prograne, and the innuenee ut informantai
'et !mob,* mimic lin I c.1..ing Id el, 01 ompciall,,11 Mid joint aetictte .
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The growth of elecrronk ally based collections, collections %%inch live in net
%vorks rather than in will certainly intensil this trend.

In this sphere, as in others, joint activity among distinct units
has become necessary to the advancement of knowledge, effective-
ness in teaching, and the creation of an even stronger university.



Part V Keeping Doors Open

HA RVA RD MUST 12 ENIA I N open and accessible to people of
all backgrounds and points of view. As an intellectual
community, we depend and thrive on the free exchange

of ideas. As a human community, we gain great strength from the
presence of women and men whose collective diversity is as rich as
their individual talents are exceptional.

At the undergraduate level, we will continue to admit the most
outstanding candidates we can find, and to provide adequate Iman
cial aid to those with demonstrated need. "Need-blind admissions"
and "need-based aid" will remain central principles.

For graduate and professional school students, the situation is
more complex. In many fields, the financial need of advanced stu-
dents is especially acute, and the sources of funds are unusually
scarce. I ligher education faces a growing financial-aid crisis at the
graduate and professional levela situation that badly needs atten-
tion and redress.

With regard to faculty, as well as staff, I larvard will continue its
vigorous efforts to attract and retain excellent individual, from a
wide range of backgrounds. Competition for the very best people
has become intense, and is likely to remain soespecially if the
proportion of college graduates choosing to enter the academic
profe,,sion fail. to increase in many fields, and if the associated
"pipeline" problems persist. Progress has been made in many areas,
but improving the situation for women and members of minority
groups in the academic profession will continue to demand l'()11
centrated attention.

I. 1.111:. C()I.I.EGE

Approximatek 6,600 undergi aduates typically enroll each year
in Harvard College roughly 1,6;o per class. The quality of the
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student body has never been higher. The College's "yield" of about
7.5 percent (the proportion of people offered admission who choose
to accept it) continues to outpace that of our peer institutions by a
substantial margin (approximately 20 percent). The level of talent
and achievement within each year's entering classwhether mea-
sured by test scores or by the energy and creativity evident on cam-
pus every dayremains extraordinarily high.

The diversity of the student body is impressive along many
dimensionsintellectual, geographical, extracurricular, and other-
wise. Nine of even twenty students in this 'car's entering class are
women. Nearly one-tenth are Afican-American; nearly one in
five, .1sian-American; nearly one in twelve, I lispanic-American;
and nearly 3 percent from other minority groups. The figures fluc-
tuate somewhat from year to year, but the numbers remain strong.

Undergraduate candidates from all financial backgrounds con-
tinue to apply and gain admission. More than 7o percent of the
students in this year's entering class are on financial aid. Roughly
45 percent receive direct scholarship grants averaging nearly
$12,000, plus other forms of aid (including loans and jobs) averag-
ing about 1,5,000. The other 25 percent of students on aid receive
loans and income from jobs (and some outside grants) that
together average about $5,600.

In other Words, nearly ball o/ all our ii?.%/-year cludenh are receiv-
ing /o /el/ financial-aid paekeites that averagt. roller $17,500. againsi
/01a1 annud103 less 11.4111 $25,000. Some especially needy
students receive virtually full support; others who are less needy
receive proportionately less. Most of our aid helps families with
incomes of $21;,000 to $75.,000 per year. liut nearly one in ten stu-
dents on scholarship aid conies from a family that earns less than
sio,000 a year, and nearly one in ten from a family that earns more
than ..fauo,000. Everything depends on individual circumstances
and deinonstr ifrd need. This year, I larvard will provide more than
$3o million in cholarship aid---outright grantsto undergraduates
alone.

'nese figures help underscore what is not always evident from
public discussion and debate concerning the cost of' college educa-
tion: the strength of I larvard's determination (and I larvard is cer-
tainly not alone) to remain open and accessible to students from
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families across the economic spectrum. primarily through the pro-
vision of need-based aid. Indeed, for the past twenty-five years,
including periods of relatively rapid tuition increases, there has
been a steady and powerful commitment to access and affordabili-
ty. The rate of growth in I larvard's financial aid expenditures has
more than kept pace with the rate of tuition growth, helping to
keep college within the reach of students in need, even during a
time of relatively stagnant family incomes.

We should also keep in mind that, in a real sense, every student
at Harvard College receives another form of scholarship or subsidy:
even students and families who pay our full fees are not charged
what it actually costs to provide a year's education (including room,
board, and other services). According to our best recent estimate,
that cost is at least sio,000 more per student per year than the cur-
rent full fees of nearly $25,000. In effect, all students receive a sig-
nificant annual subsidy made possible by gifts and endowment
funds that have been generously contributed to the university, year
after year, for more than three centuries,

None of this should lead us to underestimate for a moment the
severe problems faced by so many students and families struggling
to pay for college. Those problems :ie acute, and are a constant
concern to all of us. In this respect, we must not only continue to
strengthen our student-aid programs, but also work to moderate
tuition increases by cutting costs and controlling expenditures.
This approach has already achieved some success. Tuitions at
I larVard (and many other leading private colleges) have increased
much more moderately since about io88, compared to the previous
decade. Sustained low inflation has been a key factor in this equa-
tion, but effective economies and budget controls have been
important as well.

At the same time, we cannot lose sight of a point too rarely
mentioned in discussions about college costs: we need to recognize
that budget controls cannot in themselves be counted on to bring
the kill cost of excellent private colleges and universities within the
reach of the average middle-income tinnily. There is at tendency to
look back on the past as a time when many things--including a
college educationwere much more easily affordable than they are
now. In fact, however, the full price of attending our leading
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private colleges has always been high relative to the vast majority
of family incomes--because private institutions have always had to
rely primarily on student tees, together with endowment and gifts,
to meet the high costs of educating their students. That is one rea-
son why state-subsidized colleges, state universities, and "free
schools" were originally created. Jr is also the main reason that
scholarships have always been regarded as the only feasible way to
make private colleges affordable to students from low- and middle-
income families.

Given the actual expense involved in providing any education
(whether public or private) of the highest quality, and given the
fact that private colleges do notquite appropriatelyreceive
the large-scale state subsidies that their public counterparts do, it
is unrealistic to expect that the costs of attending our leading pri-
vate colleges and universities can be moderated to the point where

the great majority of families could afford to pay them in full. But
that is by no means the same as saving that students from low- and
middle-income familks will he denied access to I larvard. Now,
as before, broad access can and will be made possible through
need-based financial aid: the yen same strategy that led to the
great expansion of access beginning with the GI Bill and continu-
ing with the even more extensive programs launched in the too,.
and io7o...

Indeed, the critical point to grasp is that our best private colleges
and universities have never in modern history been more accessible
and affordableto a wider range of students from middle- and
low-income familiesthan has been the case in the past twenty
years. To discuss fees without simultaneously discussing the
immensely increased availability of financial aid is simply to omit an
entire side of the college cost equation.

In the future, therefore, we will remain committed to providing
different forms of aid, in varying amounts, to those undergradu-
ates who need .assistance. Beyond that, we must ask those students
whose families can afford to pav full tees to do sokeeping in
mind that even they benefit from a considerahle annual subsidy.
Need- based aid continues to be the most effective (and coif-
effective) way to keep the doors of I laryard open, and scholarship
funds will consequenth remain one of our highest priorities.
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Together with job opportunities and loans, these funds dramati-
cally reduce the effective cost of a Harvard education. They also
create a very effective partnership: the College provides the over-
whelming proportion of need-based scholarship funds (at
I Pat-Yard, roughly 85 percent) in addition to many student jobs;
the student invests in his or her own education through jobs and
loans; the family pays what it is able to afford; and the federal
government (along with many states) provides critical support,
through the guaranteed loan program, college "work-study," Pell
Grants, and other means. All the components of this partner-
shipincluding the many contributions from private organiza-
tions and individual donorswill remain critical to ensuring that
the most outstanding students, whatever their backgrounds and
financial means, can continue to attend the best private colleges
and universities in the nation.

2. THE GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL. SCHOOLS

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID is also one of the highest priorities
in the plans of virtually all of our graduate and professional

schools. It is not hard to understand why. Most students, often
fresh from college, lack significant resources of their own. Their
families commonly do not feel the same sense of obligation to
help pay fir advanced studies as for undergraduate education.
Government and foundation support for graduate study in many
(though not all) fields has fallen precipitously during the past
two decades. And the universities themselves, while offering sig-
nificant aid in various forms, are not in a position to bridge the
entire gap that remains.

As a result, many students borrow heavily. The following table
shows, for select major degree programs at I larvard, the percentage
of 1992 graduates who relied on some form of financial aid (grants,
loans, or other) to help finance their graduate or professional edu
cation. In addition, it shows the average debt burden (rounded to
the nearest thousand) of graduating students who relied on loans to
help finance their graduate or professional education:



Harvard University

Graduate School of Arts and Sciences 88q0 si5,000

Business School (N1.B.A.) 53% $40,000

Design School (master 's) 62% $27,000

Dental School (1)...NI.1).) 88"b $88,000

Divinity School (master's) 7-0'0 siti,000

Education School (Ed.!).) si% $24,000

Kennedy School of Government (master's) 92% Si 8,000

Law School ((.D.) 557,000

Medical School (NI.1).1 To% $52,000

School of Public I lealth (master's) 70% s33,000

These are sizable sums, and for most people, paying them back is
far from easy. In many of the professions, compensation tends to
he modestat least at the beginning of one's career, and some-
times throughout it. Moreover, elevated debt levels can seriously
affect career choices, leading graduates to opt for high-paving
opportunities in preference to more service-oriented ones. Nlindful
of this problem, the Law School pioneered a Low Income
Protection Plan that reduces the debt burden of students who pur-
sue public service careers. Similar options are in place or under
consideration elsewhere. Yet the costs of these programs are great,
and funding them is a major challenge.

Besides borrowing, many students work long hours ,It various
j,,bs to help make ends meet. The educational impact can some-
times be serious: there is less time to studs, and (fi)r Ph.D. stu-
dents especially) the time to earn a degree can be considerably
lengthened, compounding the student's financial lilemma in the
long run. It can be a wearying process for and for stone,
the financial hardships can eventually lead to withdrawal from a

program ()I.ttiLiv.
I larvard's record of student assistance is :1 very strong one. This

sear, lOr instance, the university will provide graduate and profes-
sional school students with more than $40 million in fellowship
grants. fill 3, the loan statistics show, even tills amount of aid is
less than what is required. Several of our Schools are underen
(lowed; and because their graduates are not ill high compensation
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fields, annual giving by alumni can go only so tar. This problem is
felt with particular urgency in Design, Divinity, Education, and
Public Health; similar but somewhat different problems affect stu-
dents in our remaining professional schools. In Arts and Sciences,
1w contrast, a significantly larger share of financial aid is provided
in the form of outright grants. This goes a considerable way
toward moderating the debt burden of graduate students, but not
without an equally considerable expense: more than $20 million in
Arts and Sciences funds during the past academic year alone.

Financial aid for graduate and professional school students has
attracted too little notice for too long. If we are to keep our doors
openas we mustto advanced students in all fields, we will need
to find more effective ways to support them than has been the case
in the past quarter-century.

3. rActirrY AND STA I' invERsrry

HARVARD RENIIINS FULLY CONINIITTED to seeking and hiring
excellent faculty and staff, throughout the university, from

underrepresented groups in our society. For the past two decades
or so, dn.. effort has been steady and extremely important. The
gains have been real, both for women and for members of differ-
ent minority groups, although progress has been uneven.
Increased efforts in the years ahead will lead to more progress.
Rut the time has also come for a more complex and developmen
tal approach to the issue of faculty and staff diversity. We need a

better and clearer analysis of the objective problems to be over-
come, and an equally clear sense of the kinds of initiatives that
can help us make effective future gains. Such initiatives are now
taking shape, and must be strengthened.

The situation is particularly complicated with respect to faculty,
partly because the number of openings in any given Year tends to
he relatively small. This is especially true in the tenured ranks,
where pon.essors remain on the faculty for extended periods of
time -many of Olen) for thirty years or longer. In addition, we are
in an era of cconomit constraint, and the overall size of the faculty
will increase only marginally. Moreover, tvith the imminent
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elimination of a stipulated mandatory retirement age, the rate of
turnover in the tenured faculty may well become even slower than
before. 'What do these factors mean in more specific terms? In
recent years, most oillarvard's professional schools have tended to
appoint only one to five new tenured professors in a given year
often closer to one than to five. Within the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences, the number has been closer to twenty a rear---but even
there, the opportunities for change are constrained, depending
upon which departments or fields have positions available.

There is another important factor that affect:: the effort to
diversify: the number of individuals from different underrepre-
sented groups who are choosing to enter academic life (as come
pared to other professions) and the specific fields they are
entering. In this regard, we can take much encouragement from
the increasing proportion of women among the U.S. citizens
receiving Ph.D.'s in arts and sciences. As of tuv-), the figure was
approximately 4o percent; only a decade before, it was measurably
less. As these recent Ph.D.'s approach the tenure-promotion point
during the next several years, we can expect the composition of
our senior faculty ranks to begin to reflect, over time, the greater
proportion of women entering the professionespecially if the
distril,Ition of women Ph.D.'s continues to widen across different
academic fields (including math, the physical and applied sci-
ences, and certain social sciences such as economics). Moreover,
our goalif possibleis to "beat the averages" through more
intensive recruiting, even though the competition is at the
moment exceptionally strong.

(Iiven these circumstances, we arc in a good position to do well

in the years ahead. We need to recognize, however, that even
excellent performance must still be viewed in the context of an
Arts and Sciences faculty that includes more than boo assistant,
associate, and full professors, roughly two-thirds of whom are
tenured. With only about 20 tenured appointments per year, and

with only some proportion of those 20 going to women, the overall

rate of change in the composition of the Arts and Sciences tenured
ranks will inevitably be "bounded" by these basic realities.

For members of minority groups, the Ph.D. numbers present a
different picture. In 19no, for example, roughly is,00n Ph.D.'s
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were conferred on U.S. citizens nationwide in all arts and sciences
fields. Of those, 328 went to African-Americans (slightly more
than 2 percent); 457 to I lispanic-Americans (slightly more than 3
percent); 37.3 to Asian-Americans (slightly less than -2.3 percent);
and 44 to Native Americans (roughly 0.3 percent). In other words,
these four groups together accounted for fewer than one in ten of
the arts and sciences Ph.D.'s conferred. Since there are more than
3,000 colleges and universities in the United States, there is
intense competition for these potential faculty membersat all
levels of the faculty ranks. If we again consider that the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences tends to make about 20 tenured. appointments a
vear, we would need to "heat the averages" considerably just to
make tenured appointments of one individual from each of the
identified groups in a given year. The outlook is further compli-
cated by the fact that many of the Ph.D.'s tend to be clustered in a
limited number of fields. For instance, 1w of the 328 arts and sci-
enct.. Ph.D.'s received lw Afican-Americans in 1990 were in the
single discipline of ps%chologyleaving only 221 in all other arts
and sciences fields. This is a dramatic example of %vhy the distribu
tion among fields and not just the aggregate number of Ph.D.'s
awardedis such a critical factor in assessing the overall outlook.

The situation, of course, varies not only from field to field
within the arts and sciences, but also from profession to profession..
and the preceding data represent only part of the whole picture.
Still, the "pool' or "pipeline" problems facing most of the profes-
sional schools are also substantial, and we must recognize and
address those problems as we move forward to diversify our faculty
ranks throughout the university. Fortunately, as we look ahead,
there are a number of positive steps that can be taken --at a
national level, as well as at the level of individual institutions.
Sonic arc already under way, if only in an early stage of develop-
ment. They include:

Learning much more about the career choices of our college
graduates -especially women and members of minority groups.
We need to have more than just impressionistic, anecdotal
information in seeking to understand why more of our students
do not enter the academic profession, and why many of those
who do tend to focus on ,t relativek restricted number of fields.

7
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Pursuing ways to encourage talented students to think sooner
and more seriously about careers in academia. Alany young peo-
ple grow up with at least a rough idea of what it means to be a
doctor or a lawyer or a business person. But t'er few students
understand what it means to spend one's life as a professor
and why such a life can be so satisfying. Moreover, if students
do not begin to think seriously about academia until late in their
junior or even senior Year of college, it can often he too late to
undertake the concentrated study in a particular field that Ph.D.
programs expect from their applicants. Better information and
advisingat a much earlier stagecan at least help young peo-
ple to understand the rewards and opportunities of a college or
university career.

Supporting and helping to evaluate special programs that aim to
engage greater numbers of women and minority undergraduates
in academic -apprenticeships" with faculty members. Students
with at least a potential interest in academic careers need to be
encouragedthrough direct and supportive contact with faculty
--to test the waters and, if all goes well, to 'take the plunge.
Similar developmental programs are extremely important in the
pndessional schools.

Providing adequate financial aid at the graduate level for stu-
dents who wish to pursue academic careers, but for whom the
financial obstacles loom forbiddingly large.

I larvard is already engagedwith the help of some founda-
tions and other organizationsin a number of projects along
these lines. They include--among othersthe Mellon
Foundation program for undergraduate research, the Minority
Faculty Development Program at the Nledical School, the Charles
I lamilton Houston Fellows lip Program at the Law School, and
the Nlinority Post-Doctoral Ftllowship Program at the School of
Public I lealth. i Larvard has also been working with the other
members of the Ivy League to do a systematic analysis of many of
the issues enumerated above.

;111 of these efforts focus ultimately on one fundamental issue:
how can we support and encourage students who have the poten-
tial interest and special ability to enter academic careers? This
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encouragement and support must, of course, start much earlier
than college, so that a greater number of students are better pre-
pared at every stage in their education. Here, our colleges and
universities can help by becoming more involved in pre-college
education, in some of the ways described earlier in this report.
Our successas a nationin addressing the social, economic,
and educational issues that underlie the "pipeline" problem at all
levels will profoundly affect not only our effort to diversify our
faculties, but our larger effort to build a healthy, productive, and
equitable society.

NIcanwhile, there are other actions we can and will continue to
take including vigorous outreach in our searches, intelligent use
of joint appointments, targeted attempts to allevim.c the financial
obstacles faced by certain departments where women and members
of minority groups remain underrepresented, and concerted efforts
to make I larvard a welcoming environment for present and
prospective faculty members from all backgrounds.

As part of this enterprise, we should seek to leverage our suc-
cess in certain areas so that we can achieve greater diversity in
others. For example, fields such as women's studies and African-
American studies are being developed at I larvard in ways that
build in large measure on joint appointments with other depart-
ments or even other Schools. Recently, for instance, the Afro-
American Studies Department worked together with the Divinity
School on the appointment of a leading scholar and teacher in
the field of African-American religious traditions. This repre-
sents one promising model (though not the only one) for
addressing academic needs related to the history and traditions of
other racial and ethnic groupsfields which are receiving
thoughtful and more systematic consideration within Arts and
Sciences and beyond. Such joint appointments not only create
new opportunities for talented scholars, but also foster closer
connections across disciplinary. lines.

In these and other ways, I larvard's goal is to strengthen the fab-
ric of the diverse community that is already here, but that is also in
the process of being continually re-created. Although I have
focused here largely on faculty, it is also essential to sustain our
momentum in building the diversity of our staff This will mean
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continuing our broad-based efforts to identify andrecruit talented
individuals from underrepresented groups in all job categories.

We will be carrying forward with these efforts at a time when
ethnic and other tensions continue to beleaguer societies through-
out the world. It is also a time When many people often view excel-
lence and diversity as competitive rather than complementary
ideals. To achieve.our goals, therefore, will not be easy, and the
going will not always be smooth.

Rut it should be clear by now that any other way is ultimately
self-defeating. In our own century, we have witnessed the oppres-
sion and even the obliteration of millions of people because others
regarded them as undesirable, inferior, or simply different. Given
this history, with its harvest of bitterness and ashes, surely we must
be ready for a vision that is not only more generous and tolerant,
but also more prescient. We must see, by now, that excellence
knows no boundaries, is not constrained by region or religion m
race or gender, will not be tamed or extinguished. What other way
is open, therefore, but to seek it and nourish it in all its forms?



Part VI. Conclusion

The child hots in 1900 rould, then, he horn into II Ivhieh ivould

not be .1 unit but a multiple. :1d.tim tried to imagine it, and an education

that VOI.Ild III It. I Iv found hismelf in a land where no one had ever pent.

trued heMre

I 1c1111' At1,11)1.
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Tills REPoicr BEGAN with a passage from Cardinal Newman

that described all knowledge as unified and interconnected:

a system in which "every thing in some sort" would "lead to

every thing else," communicating "the image of the whole to ever'

separate portion."
A half-century later, I lenry Adamsfollowing in the wake of

Darwin and \larx, as well as the massive changes in society created

by advances in science and technologysaw knowledge and the

world not as a unity, but as a mulople: a multiple so great in its

complexity that Adams could not naagine an education equal to

the task ()flitting" it.
We ourselves have inherited both visions: that of NeWMall, and

of Adams. The effort to discover and create unityin knowledge

and understanding, no less than in lifeis one that we cannot
relinquish. But our consciousness of multiplicity and fragmenta-

tion is po less real or compelling.
This report has tried to take into account the often battling

complexity that pervades our world and so many of our institu-

tions. It has also tried to suggest ways that we can increase the

sense of unity and coherence among Harvard's programs, and

within the university as a whole. The challenge now is to conceive

of an education, however imperfect, that will "fit" the child born

not in l000, but in the year 2000.
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Flier(' is obviously no single or definitive response to this chal-
lenge. But in bringing this report to a close, let me highlight once
woe some of its major themes.

At the risk of oversimplification, it may he helpful to recall the
important goals mentioned in the opening pages of this document:
excellence, openness, service. These goals are interrelated, and it is
impossible to imagine how we could approach the fulfillment of
any one of them without recognizing the extent of its deep depen-
dence on the others.

In addition, there are other notes to he sounded one last time:

To bring the university's different parts closer together, so that
we can live and act more effectively as a single institution.
Sustaining the strength of every individual School and unit
remains essential; but our ability to achieve this goal will
depend, more and more, on our ability to reinforce the strength
of I larard as a whole.

To redesign 1113111' Of our first degree and advanced educational
programs. especially but not only in professional education. A
central purpose here is to strengthen the links among research,
teaching, learning, ind practice. As our world and the major
professions continue to change in fundamental ways, so too
must education change.

To invest substantially in the teaching mission of undergraduate
education in the arts and sciences, and indeed in the programs
of all our Schools. Nearly every Faculty or School plans to place
substantial emphasis on the development of teaching methods
that stimulate active inquiry and expand the opportunities for
advanced independent work on the part of students: more
small-scale discussion groups or semin;.rs; a greater use of chal-
lenging case studies; more effective uses of information technol-
ogy; and more possibilities inr internships and fieldwork.

To increase our understanding of -and our ability to help
addresspressing problems that now c(mfront our own society,
as well as many others. These include (among others) the diffi-
culties faced by public school systems; problems related to
health care; threats to the environment; the state of the world's
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economN and its political institutions; and the need to further
international understanding in the cause of peace.

To sustain Harvard as a strong human as well as academic insti-
tution: residential, open, diverse, and committed to creating a
community in which individuals and groups learn (mitt one
another outside the classroom as well as inside. 'A laintaining our
strung tinancial-aid programs is one critical part of this effort:
keeping farvard's doors open, and ensuring that we remain
attordable to students of talent from all income groups and all
backgrounds, will continue to he a major university priority.
Sustaining close and fruitful relations with our neighboring
communitiesCambridge, Boston, and beyondrepresents
another important goal.

"lo continue our drive to achieve better management of the
resources we already possess. '[his includes the need to seek
economies, to make selective reductions, and to consolidate
programs or activities when appropriate.

Above all, we will remain a university in the full sense of the
word: international as well as national in scope; seeking truth in all
its forms and formulations; sustaining the study and interpretation
of existing knowledge, while also searching for new insights to
help us understand nature and human nature; and guiding students
to lead inquiring lives and to become effective leaders.

The end of study is greater knowledge and understanding; but
the end of education is significant action. In stressing education for
leadership in the years ahead, 1 lareard hopes that its students will
combine understanding and action in WilVS that will benefit indi-
viduals and society alike. In all of our planning, we have tried to
take into full account not simply how we may he able to strengthen
I laivard, but how the university can in nun use its own strength in

the sc.-vice of others
When all of these activities arc carried forward with energy and

zest, with persistence and care, and with a sense of common pur-
pose, thenmind only thendoes the university truly flourish. To
ensure that it continues to do so is the task we face together.



It is my sad duty to conclude this report by acknowledging a num-
ber of individuals from among the ranks of the University who
died during the calendar Nears 'Qui and 1992. They include two
former members of the Board of Overseers: W11.1.1Am APPLE-roN
CooLinG, Overseer from 1967 to 197;, who died on Nlav 24, 1992,
at the age of uo; and THomAs I loPkiNsoN: Emil.. Overseer from
1964 to 1o70, who died on October 14, 1y91, at the age of t4.
1 larvard was honored by tli distinguished service of these two
former Overseers, and by that of the men and women named in
the pages that follow.
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to fs. I kuotai Ai el it. Professor of Anaesthesia. died on September it. I991, at
the age tot tot. Born in Lynn, lassachusetts, he graduated from I larvard College in

and I larvaid Nledical School in 19.-,4. After serving as an Air Foree surgeon
in Japan, I )r. Alper returned to Huston to complete a rcsidene in anaesthesia at the
Peter Bent lingliani I lospital, inn % the Brigham and \\ lls I Ise I le XV.IS

staff anaesthesiologist at the Brigham before being named chid of the set, ice at the
I InTital tur \Vonlil. I le Went on to serve as chief of anaesthesiology

at Childiefis I lospital Nledieal Center for more than decade. I Ir. I lareard

tasultv appointments included Assistant liiMal Piolessor of Anaesthesia 0967),
Associate Professor Prole...or .\11.1ethe,i.1 ( ,to). I In

%ea.. the Mall., of ioalltliol of numerous publications dealing kcal' the phaimacology
of anacstliem drugs and anaesthesia tor obstetrics.

(.touts lit tot r B viff.s,anies B. Professor of Investment Nlangement,

ttl,,11m, turd on September 2;, 19t)2, at the age of yo. Educated at the university

Nlissouti luzfc. .I.. \., and I Lir% ard 192.51, Professor Bates

became an .\ssistant 1)e.in of the I Lir aid liusin-ss School in 19:.c. I In became

Prolessoi of Infante in 10;9, Prolessin of Business .\dministration in ty.tt, and the
IZ Protessiii of Investment 'Alanagement in 19;4, a position he held

until .t -surer cm, status nt !qt.,. I Ir ,t'l%ed editor of the //ar,,,,,/
liar ", /ft, Sulleriu and of the //,tridid Rrnrrrt k.. if. I In also served

as a scowl advisor to the liminess .\ilinimstration Institute of the Itnitersitt of
Istanbul in Turke, and as an advisor on adiniiii.tratie training to the imisian

14ovel'Ililletit. I )til'iln4 \V"I'ld \Val II he %m.,. dire, for of instill, non at the II.S. Naval

C"'I'' Ni"11"1" SI""'l limes "'` "' 1'"'Y c""l'" of
liti.uftine toms and seals .,t the Fogg .1rt Nhiscum. .t membei of the I lai% aid
Cornell ari haeologi, al tfvfiloration of Said's, I'm ke, a lellowof the Amen, an
Numismatis Sociel and an lionorar trustee of the Ntt England I litori,

tl Societ,

FRAN. is Rik( II, Stut n I loopet IIIif.c..ot of ( died nn Jantiart

, 1992, at thin a,2,c of limn in W.uIiingtm, lindi graduated

imin I I.1i aid ( L'y I I I 1,12 I . and re,eled doktmale in (nun I lanard in

OW. Ile mma, appointed Assistant Professor ..I ( leophnsiss ut nit-, Piotssot of
in 1.11n. and tit u,is '10011(1 l'ilite,sni 01( 4log it 19.1,i. I In

, status Dining \Vorld "'Iv tic R'''ilf"'
I abotiiii at the :\ Lissa, husetts Institute 01 Tediniilogt, and as Nkt ollieet at
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Los Alamos, New Mexico. lie served on the Board of St tidies of the I larvard
University Press, and as president of the Geological Society of America. Ile was
awarded the Geological Society's Day and Penrose medals, ts well as the
Geophysical Union:. Bowie Niedal and the Royal Astronomical Society's
Gold Nledal.

Vi'min FRANki IN BLAND, Clinical Professor of Nit:theme, Ent Crilih, died on
September 27, 0,92it the age of qt. Dr. Bland was born in \Vest Point. Virginia.
Ile received his B.A. in 0)23 and his NI.D. in 0)27, both from the University of
Virginia. Alter coming to Boston hit- his internship in medicine and his residency
in cardiolop at the Massachusetts General I lospital, he spent a year at university
College I lospital, I.ondon, then returned to Boston in Inti to work at a rheumatic
fever hospital, the I louse of the Good Samaritan. Ile joined the M(1 I stall, and
became .t research fellow at Harvard Medical School, where he was named
Instructor in Medicine in 0)3(), Assistant Clinical Professor of Medicine in
and Clinical Professor of Medicine in mos. During World \Var II, D)r. Bland
served with the Arm's Sixth General I lospital in the Mediterranean theatre, and
was awarded the Bronze Star. I le n rote the section on heart disease in the official
history of medicine in World \Var II. A leading authority on rheumatic fever and
endocarditis, he was given the Paul Dudley White Award of the Nlassachusetts
affiliate of the Aincrkan Heart Association in 0)7s. until a few months before he
died, Dr. Bland continued to attend cardiology rounds at :Mil I, where in no
he had been awarded his no year-service pin.

Dwiedfr .FNIER roN lini.INct tt. Piolessor of Romance Languages and Literatures,
/..'mc,i1/0, died on lebruar j, 1992. at the age of Sa. Born in Topeka, Kansas,
Proft..sor Bolinger giaduated from \Vashburn College in inlo. Ile received his
M.A. from the linixersitv of Kansas in and his Ph.D. from the University of
Wisconsin in 19;6. An English linguistics e \pert and scholar of the Spanish lam
.uage, Prossor Bolinger taught at the Unhersity of \Visconsim Colegio de San
Luis In Cartago; Costa Rica., Washburn: the University of Southern California:
and the Universit of Colorado. Ile was Professor of Romance Languages and
Literatures at I lanard trom tont to 197; Ili. honors included the Orwell Award of
the National of Teachers of English. Beginning in tics, he was a visiting
professor at Stanford Ilmversity. I le served as president of the linguistic Society of
.1merica. the Linguistic .\ sso,iation of Canada and the United States, and the
American .\ssociation of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese. The author of ti
hooks, including Estut, 1-..ng/h/, and .4,pc. ,/ Language, he also wrote more than
too journal artkles, mosth on linguistns and Spanish. At the time of his death, he

%% a, 'Whit rh,timt.tt of the honotatA editorial ,1,11,01i 110.nd of lie Eno.,/v,o/ta
l.anprap wt./ I inx/m/:,

NI \ 1 SI vttt illt.11. N1% kl I)\s.ot late Professor of Singen, died on .\ 1992,

at the age of of Dr Iiialtimald ieceived her B.A. from the \1'ashington Square
College of .\ its and ..,1 lent es. 'snsv foci IllielSit, it lulu, 111.1 M.D. from Nett

J ii
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)(irk University College of Nledione in :9;2; and her NI.S.S. from Georgetown
University in In mtic ,he was appointed deputy chief of the Clinic of Surgery

tt 'National Heart Institute. She joined the Harvard faculty a, A,sociate
Profs -, c of Surgery at the Peter Bent Brigham Ihn.pital in fl -2. She served a, a
inetni,,T of the cardiac surgical ,taut at the Brighamit Children', 1 lospital, and at
West Roxbury Veteran, Adminiistration lo,pital. An authority on the production

ut minthrombogenic ,urface, by the use of ti.,ue culture techniques, ,he teas
the first woman certified bt the Board of Thoracic Surgery and the firsa woman
member oldie American A,,ociation of Thoracic Surgery.

lit Ni.xxiiN GENE Co% iNo, Profe,sor of Anac,thc,i,t, died on April 4, min, at the
age ,if t,o. Born in Latvrence, Nla,,,telut,rts, he received hi, A.13. from I lob' Urns,

in Iwo, hi, Ph.D. from Boston University in 19ii. and hi, M.1). from the llniversity
School of Medicine in tvbz. 1)r. Covino began hi, service to I laitard

Medical School In 197x as Lecturer on Anaesthesia and NV,IN appointed Profes,or of

na,the,ia in Ile ,creed as editor iii chief of the journal R.egiowl Ane,the,ia
and a, president of the ;\tnerican Society of Ana,the,iology. I lis numerous honor,
minded the Labatt A(.tril of the American Society of Regional Ane,thc,ia. Ili,
1111111'1,11yd ((orks int hided am.' I landln,k Epidural .Inae,themi

and .1,1,16zes;,t

( ;I', I tt t .f011N 1).NINIIN, 1.11,1e T. 1:1-112(1111,111 Profe,,or of l'atholog, Emtitui, died
on October n, mut, at the age of So. I le received hi, bachelor', degree Iron Could
nt iqt4 and hi, NIA). from Cornell Medical College in Iu;S. I le was awarded the

Legion of Merit for hi, dntingui,hed nwdical service during V1'orlti VX'ar II. Ile
'en ed a, AsIstallt Profe,iir and then Professor at V1',i,hington University, St.

f'01111 to 1,152. Iii, ,erx ice to I Ian and began in 19;2, then he became
Prolc,,or of Pathology at the Peter Bent lit101,1111 I 10,111,tai. In 19(II hr tVaS

.11/1111111ted Ellie T. 1:ricilinall Prole,,or of Pathology. .1 po,ition that he heid until
taking erne, au, .tatti, in 197S, ((ien he moved to the School of Public I lealth to

beionie a lei titter in the I )epartnient of Tropical health. l le wa, the author

,ir coauthor of more than zoo publkatiin,, including WIrk, on the 1111111,111 pathol-

ogy of tonal transplantation and ininiuno,uppie,,ive therapy, the pathology of
enteri, tntrthou,. and infection, transmitted ht tick, endemic to New England

The ( 1).iiimun I .ei turexhip %(.1, endowed bt the lirigham and R'umen's

I 101,1t.11 DC11,111111(111 l'atildog\ in 1,i-1).

IX utt VVoi ii, (Nt. 1)t ,(.1 1. Stanfield Prol,,01 of International Peace. Eptown,
died on No% ember t, 1 ( 1 ( 1 , at the age of so. !loin in Prague, he re( eived .1 degree
trim the l)ctit,,li l'imrsitact m Plague in to1.1 and .1 Lm degree from (..harle,
1 'imeisit, 1// Plag1/1 11/ then 1.11111 to the United State,. 1 le worked hit- the
Oldie of Strategi( Servii.e, during NA'orld %Vat. II, and took patt in the tivis San
I'rantrs.o ionteionic that resulted in the founding of the United Nation,. Ile
taught at the Ma,,ahirsett, 111IlttlIC Of Tel litt,,l,qty l'10111 ntti to mfrs, and ieeeived

his l'h lioni I Lir% aril iti iqsi I h, dies], was gain the Sunntct PTI/e. ;WO' ,er

St
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vice at Vale, he returned to I latvard in lit67 to become Professor of Government
and a member of the Faculty of Public Administration. l le n'.ts appointed Stanfield
holessor of International Peace in 1971md assumed emeritto status in fast. Ile
was a leading authority on the application of quantitative methods in social science
research. From 198; to mtiu he was a presidential fellmc at the Carter Center and
visiting professor at Emory ltniversity in Atlanta. Ile was the author of many
scholarly works, including Nair:nation and Sr,eial Communicalp;L
lnierita imn a I Rel,aioni, and Tide. Among A collection of essays, r.:in

nevelvineni is Clasil Csm inunitv, ceas published in Ilk honor in inSi.

Coe( Do Bois, Samuel ZeinurrAy. Jr. and Doris Zemurra Stone Radcliffe
Professor of Anthropology. h.mertia, and I lonory Curator of Smith Asian
l'ithilukgY died on April 7. 1911I, at the age of s7. She received her bachelor's degree
from Barnard College in :927, her master' from Columbia in I,j2S, and her Ph.D.
from the University of (..tlifornia in 1,) ;2. She became Samuel Zetnurray, Jr. and
Dons Zeinuitay Stone Radcliffe ProtYssor of Anthropology in Inca and assumed
the addithM910.1tion Clnatin- 01 South Asia], Ethnology in 1968, before taking
,rneula stalii in 109. A pioneer in the field of psychological anthropologt and an
tuthorio. on Southeast Asia, she published numerous works including /7,, Nock

.1 Ss, h'r ,/1. Ea,/ 1 Milan Hand and Soeld/ Fc/.ei in
Swab, aq ;lila. During \ \'orld Var II, she served in the °Bice of Strategic Services
as chief of the Indonesia section of the Research and Analysis Branch. After the
war, she spent flee (Tat.. directing Southeast Asian research lot the State
Department. Aft,:r retiring limn Harvard in tutu), she was Professor at Large at
Cornell 1.1nivr,ity from m71 to Ito,. She served as president of the American
AnthropologicI Association and the Assoeiation of Asian Studies.

MORSI DUNNING, Professor of Ecological 1)ntistry, Emrtm, and former
l)ean of the Harvard School of l)ental Nleclicin. (lied on June' 20, 1991, at the age
of Si,. Born in Ney Yolk ('it(, 1)titining graduated from I lanai,' College in
1926, and limn the Columbia School of Dental and Oral Surgery in mu). Aftei
itracticmg in coastal Labrador, and serving in the Navy Dental Corps during World
(Val II, he received .1 master's degree in public health from I larv.ird m m.47. l)ean
of the School of l)ental Medicin front to mi.!, he led curricular telorm efforts,
sec wed accieditation lin the School from the American Dental Association, and
promoted school based health programs. Ills effoits in public health led to the
edablishinent of the 1.trtlia Eliot I lealth Centel in the Brooder Heath housing
development in Jamaica l)r. l)tinning served as Director of the I
1)(11(31 I Ic.dth Service front Ns; to imis, the (-car in ((Inch he assumed the title
Ptiiiessoi of Ecological le assumed eme/truc statu, 111 n9-z, .ind in orti
was ,.tiled back to serve tot two teats as . \ cling Director of Fcologic,71 Dentistry

.111 influential proponent of 11110:idation, he le1, the second recipunt 01 the .101111
%%Aid. u.ttned tin the dentist who first showed that fluoride 'nevem,

tooth circa( I In ribltsatiom. Included /),',dd/ Palt, /ha/th (11(7,21 Anti
GO, Pa I 1 14,-61
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BI Rt. II ENI,1 tau, SC1).1341,111 S. Kresge Professor of Marketing, Emeritui,

died on February tutil. at the age of ST. le received hi, 13.1ihelfq., degree
from Case Western Resme Untiersity in 192n, and hi. M.B.A. front I lareard
in no?. I le Tent CO:C1qt tear, in business, becoming .t prominent figure in the
field of industnal purchasing. In 1952 he wa, appointed Lecturer on Business
Administration at 11 trvard Business School. Ile became Proles,or of
Businecs Administration in inia and Sebastian S. Kresge Professor of .Nlarkting in

then assumed ,,riciato shim, in orTo. Ile continued to teach for many years,
not mil\ CO the IImted States. but also in India. Argentina, Canada, .tigl Orem
Britain. Ili. published work, included Pr6,70 cruel, I: thiplet and Caw, and

111,1 Mat, I cal, llanagenicut.

JOIIN KING 12 \ MBANK, Francis Lee I liggillf.011 Professor of I listor, En/o-inu, and

former Director the East Asian Researeh Center. died on September 14. 1991, at
the age of ti.f. Born in I SOU ill Dakota, he attended the University of
Wisconsin for mo vein's before transferring to I iarrard, where in I921) he received
his .A.B. degtee. :\ Rhodes cellular at Oxford University. he received a B.Litt. in
too, and dl,, tor.lte m Pith. I le then returned to I iarvard a, Instructor in I I istory
and Tutu) in the Dmsion of History, Goternment and EcononMs. In lots he
became Processor of I history, and in 1959 was appointed the Francis Lee I ligginson

Professor of I i isire. In iircs. he founded the East Asian Reseatch Center. now
kninin a, the John king Vairbank Center for East Asian Research, and he served as
its director until iii-; 1, director. he nurtured the Center's growth into an inter
nationally renowned institute for Asia scholar,. Ile continued is Francis Lee
I 1P4gm..,n of I Ii.tore and a, chairman of the Council on East .\sian
Studies until 19-7, when he assumed emeritui status. During 'World \Var II,
['Wit...Nor F.11111.1111: erred assistant to the .\ merican ambassador in
Chungking. and later as director of the 1.1nited State', [Millington Service in China.
llas main published \cork, included Ti 1 4117,1 Shill, Chma And Clunabwind

.1 ritiv le received numerous honorar, degree,. incluchng an 1.1..1).

troll, I larvard m tiro, and was .133 flied the I 1.11.V.ID.1 Medal by the Alumni
o.latioll m lob. I he served president of the Ainern an I 11.1,6. a1 `-o, ;et) and

of the Association of Asian studies. as vice president of the Vat Eastern
Assn, Luton. and IS .t menthe] Of the Council nn 1:nrcign Relations.

NIS IION. lit ItN.1111, I)] itt ( (;orlon bit Prote,or of Engtneering and .\pplied
Nlatheniatlis, died on October 2s, row, at the age of sS. Born in New York kg
Professor Furring gtaduated with an A.B. from Ilatlard in nisi. and .t Ph.D. from
11,oraid in Juno A huh authority on wale, flow management and water se stem,
de,nto, he wa.. appointed ( ;orlon NI, Kist' Prole,31/1 of Engineermu, and Applied

NI .1111.111AR. nl t9(19. III, xvork, included Stiorridz,- Syniiie,/, and
Of..i.rir 1 ',! ,i,nlir and .11e.11..1! Ile was awarded .t gold medal b

the Intel .\ 'Inman \ so, lotion of Soot iii ngineers m 100..1111 reiVIVed the

C131113'11, I lerse het \ 1:A,ellence in I lvdratilics in the same tear. I le screed
Ihe V.11111.3.1oll, (.11111111MT lol the C'olle'ge 411131 .11,0 chailed the SI.1113111114

'III thleflt
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ANNE PAPP( NIIEINIEN FORBES, Professor of Medicine, Emctit. died on
February 2j, 1992, at the age of So. Born in New York City, she graduated from
Radcliffe College in 19;2, and received her M.O. from Columbia in Bo). After an
internship at Johns I lopkins Hospital in Baltimore, she joined Ilarvard Medical
School as a Research Fellow in Pharmacotherapy. She also joined he endocrine
unit of Nlassat husetts General I lospital, as an associate of 1)r. Fuller . !bright. The
Forbes Albright syndromet disease of the pituitary gland, bears their names. Dr.
Forbes was instrumental in creating the Ovarian Dysfiinction Clinic at NIGI I, and
promoted the study of endocrinology as an integral part of the study of internal
medicine. In lost she was appointed Instructor in Medicine at I larvard Medical
School. She rose in rank over the years, becoming Clinical Professor of Medicine in
197. She t%.1, a member of the .\inerican Sot ietv for Clinical Investigation and the
Royal Society of Nledicine in London. On leave from I larvard Nledical School, she
was Assistant Professor of Nledicine at Pahlavi University Medical School in Iran
front lob- to mmt.

.111 two I.I o Putrtn 1 II , Clink al Professor of Pubh, 1 !call) !'rattier to the
School of Public I le.1101, died on April 7, min. at the age of Si. Dr. Frechette
recciv.t1 his medital degree in t9L,t from the Ilniversity of Vermont, and his Nlaster
of Public I lealth from I larvard iu miu. His service to Harvard began with Ins
appointment in livoi as Assistant in Epidemiolop, and continued through appoint
!news as Instructor in Public 1Ie,lth Practice, Assistant Professor of Public I lealtlt
Prat lite, and holssor of Public I lealth Practice.

PAIl .\1i11.\11.151 I a1r\u. Carl NI. Loeb University Professor, Emrttio, died on
Februarx at the age of ');. Born in St. Louis. Nlissouri, he received a bache
MC, degree front Washington Unitersitt in imts, an LL.B. front I !MA'AM Law
School in Ti1 ii. and an S.1.1). from I larvard in 19;2. I le served as law clerk to Justice
Louis I). Brandeis in lq;:. 33. From ICM to lqjq he worked at the Treasury
Department, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and the Olfice of the
Solicitor General. I le joined I larvard Law School as Lecturer on 1nv in 193o. and
be, awe Professor of Law in mao. After further service in the Solicitor General's
office, he returned to I larvard Professor of Law, then became Charles Stebbins
Fainhild Professor of Law in mio, IZovall Professor of Law in and Carl NI.
Loch llniversat Professor in losS. I Ic assumed modui status in One of the
foremost constitutional scholars of hi. time, Professor Freund was the authm of Or/
1'i/ie./and:N.:: the Shp, em. (:o/ fig.)9), Tl Sup,411fr Court //c (/nit/ Shit,
(1961), and On La Inill1101/1 I. i96ti1, among other publkations. I Ic served as presi
dent of the .\itican ALadeinv of Art. and Sciences, Chair of the Federal ludiiial

enters Study Group on the Caseload of the Supreme Court, chair of the
Juditral tam .2iiinnassum U.S Court of Appeals for the First Circuit,Sete. I;

and toe piesident of the Nlassathnsetts I 'kiwi, al so, let,. His ttards
imitate.' the Research . \ ward of the \ mciii an liar Foundation (1970, the Torch of
Learning .\ watt] of the Anwii,an Frit nil. of I leblek llnitersitt t19 -11, the
Rogei Baldwin ..\aril of the (nil Liberties Union of Nlassachusetts (102), the
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Justice .Award of the American Judicature Society 0 the II I \I Itos;., tde ...cud. .13186

and the I lent J. Friendly Award of the American Law Institute (m)Sol.

I I ARRY 1.01913 HANSEN, NIalcolin P. McNair Pmfessor of Nlarketing. Emeritus.
died on A.ugust ;. mn2, at the age of So. Born in New York City, he received his
bachelor's degree from I laverford College in to;;, his :\ LILA. from l iarvard in in35,
and hi. D.C.S. Boni I lanrd in tont. That same year he was appointed Assistant
Professor and .\-sistant Dean at the Business School. During World War II, he
taught at the RS. Armt Air Forces Statistical School and was a consultant to the
commanding general of the Army Air Forces. Ile became an Associate Professor
after the tsar, was appointed Professor in to4o, and in ions became the first
NIalcohn P. NIcNair Professor of larketing. 1 le was an early leader of the Business
School's international programs, and hi, honors included the Presidential Order of
\lerit trout the Philippines tit'' his contributions to management development in
Asia, and the Benjamin Franklin Gttld Medal from the British Rot al Society of

tot his contributions to management education in Britain. Also in recognition
of his stork tit Britain, Hansen Research Fellowship in Anglo. \ met ican
Nlanagement yi as established .1t the Itidge Institute ut Management Studies,
Cambridge UM\ ersitt Ills publi,ations included P,,birrin rn .11a,ki ling. Reading,

.11arkcon and Britio5.11anat!er$ th,

Dvvot IIrettlt,, Clinical Professor of Medicine, Eructior., died on February 22.
1992, at the age of h6. Burn in Boston. Dr. I him ti was a graduate of I larYard
College tS.B., itoil and Harvard Medical ?chool io2ol. Ile interned at
Boston Citt I lospital and served his residenct at the rniersitt of Chicago Clinic.
I le served 31 Harvard ledical School beginning in 1931, and became Clinical
Protesstr of Nledione in ion:. During the locos and mhos. he served as both el iel
of medical services at Mount .\uburn Hospital and chief of the Diabetes Clinic at
Boston Citt I lospnal, which became a prototype for similar clinics at county and
municipal hospitals across the countrt . A leading authority on hypoglycemic agents,
Dr. I lurwtt/ uas )bunt Auburn's tir,t director of medical education, ind in irr84
the hospital's auditorium teas 11.1111ed in his honor. I In career also included servile
as president of the staff of Roston City I lo.pital and president of the New
England Diabetes Association.

FH.t.scis \IeCtl 1 Isda not I. Clinical Professor of (.;vnecology, I.:M.1'11M, died on
January ogo. at the age ut 7s. A native of Tecumseh, Nebraska, he graduated
trout I 1.134111g, College in 111;4 and Bonn I larvard Mednal School in i9;S. l It: served
to intetnslup and residemy at Nlssachusetts General I lospital before joining, the
staft nt ma:, and Was a gynecologist and surgeon at MCd I 101 more than foul
de,ades until his retirement in ntSa. I le began his service at the Medical Shoot in
nit;. and ty as appointed Clitm al Professoi ot (net.ology in itro. In 14.19, he
helped mtntduce a postgraduate tours( gynek.olop at the Nledical School. D)r.
Ingctsoll serY ed president of the \mei wan Fertdit SoLictv and n1 the New
Fngland StItg13.11 Slit left

91)
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jAmr.s TuTIN IRYING, Professor of Physiolog at the Forsyth Dental Center fur
Children. Lute, inn, died On April t;, itio2, at the age of So: Dr. Irving, of
Christ,hurch, New Zealand, received the : \.B. (1920. Ph.D. (19271, and M.D.
t mut trout Cambridge University. I le was Professor of Physiology at the liniversity
of Capetown front 1940 to 19;;. I le then accepted a post 3S PrOft.',SOF of
Experimental Odontology and Director of the Dental Research I. 'nit, controlled
jointlt by the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research and the llniversitt
ot Witwatersrand in Johannesburg. Ile became Professor of Anatomy m the School
of Dental :Medicine in mcs and Professor of Physiology at the Forsyth Dental
Center for Children in BIM. I le assumed emer/f/o status in lutist, but later returned
to service, including several years as Visiting Lecturer on Oral Biology. Ile was
noted tier his work in the are.), of mineral metabolism, calciticarionind tooth tbrmation.

1151 loRI I Z KAI CkAlt, Professor of BiOlogiCal Chentistry, Enteruni, died on
17. 19M. at the age nth;. Born in Copenhagen, Denmark, Dr. Kalckar re,eived

his 'ALI). it1 it;; and his Ph.D. in mtg. both from the llniversity of Copenhagen.
le then .,tine to the United States as Rockefeller Fellow at the California

Institute of Technolop; his career took loin as well to the \Vashington University
School of Medicine, the Public I health Research Institute of New 'Cork City. the
National Irt,titute. of I le alth, the Itnicersirc of Copenhagen, and I3oston
Inb ersity. After serving at Johns Hopkins tiniversit, he came to I larvard in tom

Professor of Biological Chemistry. Ile was a pioneer in the study of intermediary
metabolism, and was also instrumental in identifying the cause and treatment of
galactosemia. a genetic disease involving milk sugar intolerance. Dr. Kalckar was a
member of the National Academy of Sciences and the Royal Danish Academy, and
a fent nv of the American Acatienn Or Arts .11h1 Sciences..\ volume entitled Me Cell

lemb,,we x% pubh,hed in his honor in

EDNIPS:1) PIIII 11. . RNI n, Charles Edward Wilson Professor of Business Policy,
Entettno. died on .ful zu, tout, it the age of tto. Built in Kansas, he received a B.A.
in 19.1z and an M.A. in lo:.; from the Universit% of Kansas, ind NI.B.A. in m2.7
and a D.C.S. in inm nom Hamm-LI. In n)2.7 he began his service at the Business
School as Instructor in Nlarketing. Ile became Professor of Marketing in iulo,
Protessor of Business Administration in m4;ind the first Charles Edward Wilson
Piolcssor of Business Policy m too. Over the years he taught in eight different
subject areas of the Business Silo.] and headed six of them. I le wa,.. a pioneer in
the use of statistk. in management and an expert in the areas of business policy and
top level management practi, es. I le was the author or coauthor of numerous puhli
anon., intruding Thome" Pdro 'rev!, and Caw, and Eyelid/IT .'111/0/. During

\Vorld \Vat II. lie sva, the tilst diret.tot of training ot the U.S. \iim Air Forces
Sttislik Conlin' School at Soldiers Field. In 107, on the eve of his retirement, a
group ot forme, .\ ollikeis announced the endowment of a professoiship in his
I/311W Mid that of Robert Lovett, former .1ssistant Secietan of \\'a1. who authowed
the t leation ot the statism al Control St.hotil at Harvard.

91
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1.0NDO \ Professor ut Education, died on June 19, 1992, at the age of 61. A
twice Nebraskaii, he re,eived a R.A. fritin Yeshiva College in 1952, an 11.A. in 19;;.
and a Ph.D. in '956 from Teachers College, Columbia liniversiry. Following his
years of residence in Israel, where he taught psychology ,it Tel Aviv I. niversitt and
the I lebrew tiniersitt ut Jerusalem School of Education, he came to 11.11ard in
I9S4 Visiting Protessor of Education, and became Prole.:sor of Education the
following year. .1n authority on the psychology of character development, the
technolop of helping interventions, and the origins of achievement motivation, he
o as the author of The .1k/. a/r1,1krah cl Mrebotherapv, as well as Behavior Conirol
and Bqinnotg Arehobw

At Beier res Limn. Arthur Kingsley Porter Prokssor of Shnic and Comparative
Literature, nterimt. died on Jolt- .19. 1991, at the age of 78. Professor Lord gradu-
ated from I larvard with an 1.B. in 19;4, an A.M. In 19;6, and a 111.1). in 194q. i le
became Associate Professor of Slavic Languages and Literatures in 19,2, Prokssor
of Slavi, and of Comparative Literature in 19;S, and Arthur Kingsley Porter
Piotessor of Slat it. and Comparative Literature in 1971. A pioneering scholar of
folklore and nix dollop and of the oral tradition, he for many tears taught tic pop
ular lecture course "I Into ti: Oral and Early Literature.- I lit books include,.i Sob,.
Clt:atiart Fe.dk (with liela Bartok, ii i1, The Sie/ Ta/e. 09601. and /1

Mil4'1"d" .'IC' a Reid,'' (igitS. to editor). I le was honorary curator of the :\ lilman
Pam Colic, non of Oral Literature in \Videner Libiary from 19;9 until his death.
In oitis he re,ewed the Yugoslav Stir for his work on Serbo Croatian oral litera
tore. "lhat same year, he was honored by the .\ merican Folklore Society, which pre
seined him with a trunk full of oral epics from around the world.

ALIA.t l< NI tun! Prole-or of :Medi, me, h..mri/u.. died on September
It. 0192. At the Age if 90. Born in Troy. Kansas, he received his R.. \. in 192: and

\ m 102; firm the liniversit% of Kansas. Ile graduated from Harvard NledRal
School in mz- and beiank a Teaching Fellow in Medicine the billowing tear.
During his tour decades of service, he ruse through the ranks to become Clinical
holes."' of Nledicine in 1966. An twat on diabetes, 1)r. Marble helped to develop
the JoIIII Ihabetes Center in Boston, and .1., its president from 107 to 1176. Ile
etas principal editor of the two most recent editions of the Joslin te\tbook on dm
bete.. first published in 1916. I tr. :\ larble was a president of the , \ merik an Diabetes

sso, Litton. (i imoiar president of the International Diabetes Federation, and the
ie,ipient of moneious honor, for his eltorts in diabetes tic.

Jon l(ontui NI VI,. Set let,11"1 ol the id Arts and Sciences..\ssistant
1)C.111 of I Lit ard College, and Allston Bill r Senior Tutor in I )11Mo 110(1,e, died on
luh 21. IWO. at the age of Born ni Berwick, PennsvI\ ania, he rattled 1,1 \ In

1962 ""ni \Vc`1"."1 l'IIRt'IsIt% and Ills A.M. III mcdieal so, ial history nom
I larvaid in 196 ;. Intending to pursue a Ph.D., he be,anie a 12csident Tutor in
I listor% in 1.oNdl I loth(' anti thelcalter elitered 11111 hill(' adilli111,tratRe
.111,41,11 lint! ',color Tutor. he o as detoted to I )udlct I louse and its conitimilit of
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nonresident undergraduates. As Secretary of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. he
became a master craftsman of the minutes of Faculty meetings. Ile also rendered
lane service to the Administrative Board of I larvard and RadclitIe Colleges, the
dissiplinary body for undergraduates, edict was a trusted counselor to hundreds of
students ewer the years. Ile served a term as a trustee of his alma ;cuter, \Veslevan,
and also served as the first chairman of Sancttiar. a Cambridge-based drug
education, research. and counseling project. Ile was a member of the Nledieval
Academy of Anwri,a. the Signet Associates, and the Commanderie de Bordeaux.

EmN Aim SAGENDoittni NIAsoN, Lamont IIniversidv Professor, Ettroitut, and Bernier
l)ean of the (;radiate School of Public Administration, died on February 2.ch inu2,
at the aify 019.1. Born in Clinton, Iowa, lie received his B.A. from the I iniversiry of
Kansas 111 tom, his A.NI. from Harvard 111 repo, his B.Litt. front ()xtiird in 192
and ins Ph.1). from Harvard in 11)2c. lle tlecame Professor of Economic, in 19;7,
the George F. Baker Professor in Economics in loco, and the Lamont University
Professor in into. During his deanship of the Graduate School of Public
.1,Inunistiation, from i'µ; to 'not, he instituted the [mil career master's degree
program in public policy and management. which now bears his name, and he
supported the development of the Lenard institute for International I )evelopmnt.
l)uring \Vorld \Var II, he served in the ()like of Strategic Service' and the State
l)epartment, and took pat t m the formation of the United Nations and the Nlarshall
Plan. atomp.tnying Sec retary of State George C. Marshall to the Nlos,ow
Onferelik C. I le :11,0 served un commi,,ion, for Presidents Tnunan, Eisenhower,
Kennd, .111,1 Johnson. and %vas .t consultant to the 1Vorld Bank. .\ n authority 011
iudustrial organization and international econotni, development, he was coauthor
of 7'1,e Mild Bank 11',..1, and The Lon,,,ni, and So,.iat

11'e Rep/ bill among other works. A ,olle, tow of essays, 1,1,14,0;4
0,xani:aivm and published in his honor in tyro. Ile
received 1101101,11- de.2.1-1(' 10/111 I larvard 111 1161,.

10l/ I3011 F Ws NI %tiltin s. loscpb 11'ilsein Professor of Business
.\ dininistration. died on l)e,ember 21, 1091, at the age of cm. lie
te.eo.ed fits B.A. degree from Bowdon' College en eta;ind his NI B.: \. and
I) C S. degrees twin Harvard Business School in 0)49 And 1.1;7. Protessor
Nlattliews joined the 1111,iness School as an instructed after receiving, his NI.II.A.
and lose through the ta,eiliv ranks to become Piolessor of Business .\diniiiistration
m two. and Joseph \\.11see0 Professor of Business Administration in In-'s. An
atethed it% on etlinal issues and so, cal lesponsibilit, he nas oiantlwr am/

a t..1sCh001. 1111 1111,111,, S,,/,1y, an,/ Iral,1,11,,d, and

\hit te/M.t! .1 (.,,1:0711,,,,,,1 tlalVst l le served as Amman of the Templctoti
College .\,kamed Manage'. Program at ()stead Utineisit% for mee year,, and

director nt the Institut lot \dninti,tr.ttie I.e.tdes.ltm tot mote tli.in
llNlo dcc .ides
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Mti.i.r.R, Clinical Professor of Otolaryngolog;y, Emertno, died on October
is, non, at the age of 77. Ile received his bachelor's degree in uric and his medical
degree in fo3o, both from Tuft, univeNity. I lis I larVard Career began with his
appointment as Assistant in Otology in 0)43, and culminated with his appointment
as Clinical Proti...ssor of Otolaryngology in toSo. 11e served as chief of otolarpigology
at New England DeaLimess I lospital, and later as chief of the Head and Neck
Oncology Clinic at Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. An authority on the treatment of
head and neck cancer through induction chemotherapy. he was president of the
American Society for !lead and Neck Surgery and a recipient of the Newcombe
Award from the American Larngologic Association.

TAICNO Atilt() MONANF, Professor of Japaneix Language and Director of the
Japanese Language Program, died on January i, low, at the age of St. :\ native of
Japan, she attended Kobe College before completing her B.A. at Rockford College
in 1962. She received an NI.A. from the I lliVerSity of Michigan in 0,61, and ,t
Ph.D. from Georgetown Llniversit) in 1:171. From 1471 to ioS5, she was a member of
the tacult\ at the l colt ersitv of 1 lawaii at I hlo, where she received the Award tier

1155enenCe m I etching and mice chaired the Department of Languages. She began
her service to I larval d as Visiting Professot of Japanese in toSi- S4. She became
Professor of the Pras rice of the Japanese Language in 10 c, and was appointed
Professor of Japanese Language and Director of the Japanese Language Program in
toss Among her published works are (ca./by:. Is Eng/iib / anguagc /:;\tell. On
Japanese) and japan: cr .1Iade Eal.

NORMAN Ni roN, Charles Elicit Professor of Landscape Architecture,
died on September 12, 1tt92, It the age of o4. Born i 1 Corry, Pcnnskaniii,

he reCeRed his B.A. in lutItt and his Master in Landscape Design in 020, both from
Cornell IIIIIVersity. I le jOilled the I latard faculty in PO) as Assistant Professor of

Landscape hitecture in the Graduate School of Design. I le became a full pro
lessor in and was named Charles Elicit Piolessor of Landscape Architecture in

gill. Ile sewed ,ts long- time chairman of the Deparment of Architectural
Sciences, as well as Secretary of the EaLulty of Design. I le was president of the
American Societ of I.,utd.cape Ardute.t. tot four ye.tt's and received its highest
.mard, the ASIA Medal, in 007.9. Among his works is peiign at the Land, pub
Irsheti m nri. Ilk design projects included the master plans for Saratoga Battleticlil
National Historical Palk, the Salem I li.tom Site, and the park on Libert% Island,
Inc of the Statue of I Abel t v

CI tut Nt 1 lit N1111 Nit tit 5501, professor of business AtIntint,tration, Emeritn,

did on Matt 2. "mt. it the "I.I";.t. Born In l)utii,, Nlassa,husetts, he received
li.li.A. tram Boston l Iniversitt an to2s, arc NI.B.A. fruit. Harvard in tofoind a

I) C S. nom I Ian ard I le het-1111e Prttlesmtr of A,Lotinting in
l't(dc.ot 111 1111611111 Professot of ;Justness Administration

r. tfio. I le l,elied the Business School's l)istinguislicil Service ,Award in to52 in
of his achioements as trachea, atalt:ii and CollllselOr. : \n authottt on

So
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managerial .4,ounting And control. he was tsidel known 1,11. Ills bittilt..1,,wolong
I I le .erred as ad\ ism to the Institute of Business
\dintitistration in Istanbul trout 1960 TO Itilt.: Alla .11,0 I.11.101( in management pro
grains in Pakistan. It Am ("rem IIritain. and I

Fit \ \I mnots Pt MON, F1.11Ik B. Baird, Ir., Professor of Sciens.c. died ,mlantiar
S. !wiz, at the ays of 66. Born in Nlarianna..\rkansas, he received his II..\ . from the

llintrsit% of lova in luso and hi., Ph.D. iron, Princeton in 1954. I le Mlle to
I Ian Ard As .1 junior fellow in the Soktett tit Fellow. that 'amt. rear. And %vas
appointed Assistant Professor of Physics in I9;7. I le betaine Professor of Phy.:1:

1,16.1 and n.uned to the Baird Professorship in :97n. I le served in the .\rint due
\Var II as a private in the 2 sith Infantry Iteginient. W.1, awarded the

Puiple I leant and the BronYe Star fmr his set-% ice in Germany. Prolessor Pipkin
taught and condu,ted reseaiel, in both low and high eiter.,4 ph\ sic.. Ile was
.\ sso, late Dean ot the l'asult of .1rts and Sic-its-es fm Harvard and 12adclitie
Colleges trout 1974 to 19--, and Itairman of the Physits l)epartment from iutis to
lusts. Protessoi Pipkin \vas active in the planning.. constrIktiou. and operation of the
Cambridge hilts tion Aueletator ni the toot), and earIN n9 -u.. and also worked on

part!, 0,1,k:11'11(1f, at the Fermi National A,.eletator Liboratory in
Bat.nia. Illinois, and at the Si nchrotion I.Abotator at Cornell.

0.1/.11 I I MI t, t\ Rt vl I I I., Rik haid Saltonstall of Population

died on Itch Inut. at the .1:44.' it '12. Born in S, title. holesor
Retell,' Loaduted front Pomona ollege in tort). and reccied .t doctorate in
,heatugoapIn n, 19;h 'row the llitiveisit of California at lierkelo- l)tiring \Vorld
\Vat II. he sened as a N.tv ,oniniander in charge of the oceanographi, set tint of
the Bureau ot 'Mips. I le tune to I larvard after helping found the San l)iego kam
pus ot the lhincisit of California and .wrung as director of its Scripps Institution

(),t-anograph% I le %i .1, also dean ot ic.c.tth for the l'imersit% ot California In
serxed picsident ,,t the tilt Ink-mamml (),eanogiaphie

Congress at the (tinted Nations. It nit.; he reseivcd the .kgassii Nledal of the
\ ,It))).11 \ s.,Idcynt it tit IWI,. It 196.1 he t AMC to I 1.11TartI RIt.11.1R1 S.11IttlIq.111

ot .11Iti tilietIol of the CCIIICI kit l',I1.111.111t/11 S111,11t, it

OIL S, Iltittl of l'111,11.. I lealth. Ile assumed , II, status in iu-s. In 19's's he led .1

group of ttk \1,11.1C liiit4er it .\11R.1

\\ \I Rot .01 \ Lit it (.1

li..111 III )voter. Roc graduate,! to th .1 . in 1.i2; and an 'Si \. u, iqz-;

Isom the of I )enter. And \sitli a PhD twin Columbia \ nt 19;;
tiLr b,,Ante a I .ettitei on Faitik mum and lescaoli Isso, tate in f.du,atom in insu.
and served as ot lidn, anon Inns lob; Itt Int, %%hey asutuvd

status "he %.i tiff first %,,inan nuembvt t the I ntu it 4.1 to 111.1,1 the

I.1111, of "die Ai," (.1\ flirt thre.toi of ill, Center tot Hest-Joh in
meet at tilt- ts,1,,,o1 of hdtication I let ribliied \\ oil., in, Inde,1 1

Ali,' I'. ( 11,610 Slue .enrol .1, lilt

egr
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the New England Psychological .1i.sot.iatton and of the clinical illusion of the

Alnef it. ail Psi hological iation.

MARI IN SAck, Dane Pritfe,sor of Late and former Dean of the 1:aculty-
ot La%%, died on Nlarch 2 2, ItiqlIt the age of 7o Prntessor Sa,ks was horn in New
York City. I le graduated from the College of Nett York in 1940. After
sle.1.2.11.111-. and administering psychological tests in the Army doting 1.Vorld W.11"

I1, he graduated in itiaS front the Law School, where he 1V,Is president of the
I la, zw,,/ lie clerked for Judge Attglitti, I lan,1 of the tLS. Court of
.1ppeals for the Second Circuit in New York, and for Justice Felix Frankfurter of the
'.5 Supreme Court. Ile be,..trite Assistant Professor of Law in Profit...or of

Lune .1 ssociate l)e.tn in imisiInd Dane Professor of Law In tmiti. Ile
hi -tame I )eat, of the l'actIly. of Lai% in Itn . and served in that position for the till
lowing de1,ide. I list tenure as dean W.1, marked by numerous accomplishments,
tmluding the deIelopment of a required COW.; on professional responsibility and
the establishment of the Late School's ()ftice of liniyal Programs and of its legal

center III Lomita Coauthor of a seminal text entitled 7.
Pt,... he .tutho,,IN oar constitutional Igoe, federal ittrisdiy non and proce

time, anti legal edit, at ion.

flit II tl<n St. II tI /1.0. \,11'1.1te Clinical Professor of I-Zadtologx, Enn'tlnru. anti tot

tiler Radiologist to the 1.'nkersir% I lealth Services. died on Jatittar Pi, vitt: at the
age m tit.. 1)1. S,hatzki tAat, horn in (.41111.111V And reynived hts medical degree from

the I. nivel-sit% of liethn to 192i. Fpllowmg training in tariotts hospitals. including
\ I 10,1,1t.11 nt rankturt, he wotked plotessor of radioing% in Leipzig

tot several %ear.. In the State., 1)1 St hatiki joined the staff of the
Nlassaylmsetts (4-ncral I 10,pital..1f ter 'ening in the .1rm% during \Vorld 1V.0 II,
he be,aine ta..hologist in -t Met at Mount .1uburn I lospital. where he helped develop
1lotint Auburn into one of I latvaryl NIcrlical S, hoo.. main teaching hot..pital... I Ie
bey ante 1ssistant Clint. al Eittles.or Of Radiology and Radiologist to the l iniversity

I e.11111 't.t.It.c-t iu tutor and Assnytate ChM, al Professor of Radinlogt in 196.1

lle XttIkt'd of "2. and in 10.1 the tatliolog department at Mount

.1tiburit I Ittspital was named fat hum I le -wiled as president Of the Nev. England
Ittemgen RA% So. tut% and %Ike pre.ldrtrt of the inefit ktIelItgell Soklelt. I Its

honors included the Walter (..tittion Nledal awarded b% the Sot tell of
( ;3.41,mm-tonal Radiology.

It ill I \I ..t SI11.1 iIt, 101111 1111cot ;mm1111(111, 1111.11 on Stptembet

r, :,tut:, at the age of tt;. l'ottessm Sliklar \VA, !UM! 111 liiga, I.arYia, and came to
flits Atm \Vorld \Vat- II Slue riiied het hat helot.. and Ina.ter. deglee.
horn Nly( ;III Ifnitetsnt nt 1.149 and luso, and her tio.totate front Iladtlithe College
ill tit. Att eminent poitti,a1 them's?, she bet amt. 1.tstant Prolesor of
( in%eritment m ittyt. ittenthei of the Eat tilty of .1iltuitustration nt woo,
hole-sot of (internment In itc:Ind lohn o%iles ,1 !uncut tin

111 'it she re, eiYed Arthut iello%\ ship in itost Professor Shklar
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was awarded the Phi Beta kappa Teaching prim in luXi. I ler last book, ilmerifan
Caen,bir: The Que,t fb Marmon Ogg:), was based on the Tanner Lectures she

delivered at the I inivep.ity of I. Itah. I her other published works included Paitied/
and Ideol9x (I)h(,), Freedom and Inde,pendenee (1970, Ordinal:v nee, (1984),

,t9d 'IA. Facer y. briustiee(mgo). She was the Carlyle Lecturer at Oxford I Iniversity

in )9X)), and served in 11)89-90 .15 president of the American "olitical Science
.\ssociation. She was also .1 senior fdlow of the I iarvard Program in Ethics and
the Prokssions.

FRANKI IN rAIIS I" SNYDER, Associate Professor of Anatomy and Obstetrics,
Emwto, died on June 9. 0)92, at the age of na. Born in Lancaster, Pennsylvania,

Dr. Snyder received his bachelor's degree from Princeton in min, and his medical

degree from 101111, I lOpkIIIS Iniversity in IO2 I. Ile Caine 110 I larvard after service 011

the faculties of the University of Rochester Medical School, Johns Ilopkins, and

the University of Chicago Nledical School. An authority on fetal respiration, he

served at I larard as Associate Professor of Anatomy and Obstetrics 110111 1942 01161
his retirement in 19114. His research included studies of the effect of drugs in fetal

md maternal circulation, and of the changes that Incur 111 the Fallopian tubes

during the menstrual cycle.

Lot is l'itANCP, SI» No, Professor of Romance Languages, Em/iiro, died on
August )), ',pi:, at the age of 88. Born in N.tple,. Professor Sulam) graduated from
I lareard College in 11)24 I le re.eived a master's degree from I larvard in mac, and .1
doctorate in tun. I I c studied paleography in 1928 2)) as a Sheldon Traveling Fellow

in ('aris. l le became ,II1 Instructor in Romance Languages in tvi..tssociate
Professor of Romance I Inguage, in min, and Professor of R0111,111Ce Languages in

In 1,168 he %vent to the Soviet Union and, speaking Georgian, addressed the
International Congress of Soviet Vriwrs and the Supreme Soviet of the Republic
of Georgia on the poetry of Georgian Romantic poet Nikoloi liaratashvili. A fre

quest contributor to scholarl journals, Professor Solari(' was honored in 1979 in 3

c'llertior of ess.ws published I +% the I iniversit) of North Carolina Pies,. I lc taught

a %vide vallet of ,lihitcts, including I/Id I- rent. h, ()Id t,111,111, \'nlgai Latin, and

Romance linguostics.

B.Xlt 11A 1..\ NI:t i 1 k Sot omoN, 1)i.tingukhc.1 Scholar in Rt....A.11.T at Radcliffe

College and fornmr Senior Lecturer on I listory and Literature and on the I listory

deed on August 20, 19W...11 the Age 7; She received het
A.B. de'gre'e' from 1{adcliffe College in ma.) and he, in mit. She taught
:\ merit an history and literature at I laral(' from 1))m, to nisi. In tu70 she became the

first W0111.111 to serve as , ssistaitt I )earl of I larvii,.1 College, following eiTh as ail
Assihiale I)can at Radcliffe. Flom tiro) to lot she directed the Women's \ Rme,
at Radclif College, now known as the St Illesinger Librr. She was the author of .1

rumba of books, including In the (covani. 1:11,,ated Ir,auen. .4 I

and 11'L'1'''' in ;line, 1,1 (r,ISs) and an,/ Immivanl,..

.1 Ow Ne.. T,a,liwal I [qv)).
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SON1112`. I I Asit:S STI.RGIS, Professor fd Gynecology, died on Apr3 ;. tint. at the age
of tit,. Dr. Sturgis received his A.B. in 1027 and hi. in 10;1, both from

larvard. lie became Ai.titt Clinical Profe,:sor of Gynecology in luso. Clinical
Professor of Gynecology in iyt,, and Professor of Gynecology it the Peter Bent
Brigham I lospital in ;Ty, before assuming enferitto status in 197I. Ile also served
liar years as Gynecologiq to the University I lealth Services. Long .time head of
gynecological surgery at the Brigham, he w.ts an authority on the endocriaology
of birth control, and helped establi .11 a psychiatry unit in the Dtpartment of
Surgery lot women with reproductive disorders and breast C.10.1.% I le :110 estab-

lished a clinic at the Brigham to help pat tuts with problems r.tlated to fertility and
!amity planning.

CAM W11 DFNI 112 \ i .1 I It, (.11111C.11 'rot es'. 4r ot Surgen, !.:m.-,4/40, died on :\
t. 1992. at the age ot sh. Born in Cleveland, Dr. Walter received his A.B. in IO2ti
and Ins NI.D. iii In;, both from Harvard. In mi.; he was 'tamed .\rtlitir Tracy
C ilit Fellow in Surgery, then rose through the ranks to become Clinical Professor
of Simrgees in mitz. lie practiced urgery for decades at the Poo- Bent Brigham
lospital, where he was a leading advocate for infei riot, cort,.°1 in oer.,. ig rooms.

Dr. \Valter was a pioneer in the transtii.ion and storage it blood and is credited
with haviiig invented the plastic bags 11111Velsally used to collect and transport
blood. Upon as.uming emi/t `AMU, in lq-2. he bet attic chairman of the I larvard
:Medical School Alumni kind. I le received a Harvard Medal at the lIniveisit
Icoth anniversary celebratton.

1,I k is liOOK%.ii ii it \\'A4:). Professor of Business Researf.11, Eff;,././tfo, died on lone
S. m02, at the age of ti2. Born in India. he re,.eiyefl his bachelor'-_ degree ui io;o and
In. Ph.D. iii n13.1, imli twin Vale. ,11tet serving on the faculty of Nlilwattkee State
lea.lier. College, he served in the -'iii Puce during \v,),Id 11. lie bec,niie a

I.Zesearf.11 Felkuv, Assistant Dean, and l)nector of Admissions at I lamed Business

School in :04t,. I le left I larvarfl for several years to serve as director of the
liducational Testing "%ervi.1: EXet litivc Study in Primetfm. then returned to
the Business Shoot in mit; as Pole-son f iinine.., Resent Ii. the position he held
until 10-.4. In the ifit,os. lit hilt I'll iii ititChkpoirtinent.il COniiiiittee that developed a
plan Or providing 4omputei ta dities to the I lies f.oinimmity

( iiiiiiit i NIti 1 o. Buses Professor it Luf, fun,, died on
(.),tobet II. 1001, at the fgt. of -.4. Piffk..01 \\'1111,1111, gtafluatefl twin the llitiverstty

i 1-Ziflinumfl hi 10;-. \t I Litton!, he Yvas ayvaidefl tti .\ in 1,14s. fi Ph.D. in
1,iffItto In in p. and dn M.1). in it) i l le then se flue ,\,,istant l'ti,tessi,t of

atifl %yew tit, to be,ine Ptole.soi ft'Zfifflogk iii tic; am! Bussey Prot
16,Iogy in ififto \mi ittlionitu ii littritumalk active insectuides. he \vas

te,iplent i the ( icolgf. I Ca(' lit,'. .4.1% ell emit tYY° seats to the I 1,11%,11,1 !Ault

inentbei sillo 111.Itir 3111.1ble MI11111116011 to suiett,c in in din \\ d% iii

die bent lit of \ d I ;t1;42,C1111C1111 re110\% ii ;./S,

o 8
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Ent; :a BRIG111* \\'it SON, lu., Theodore WilliAMS Richards Professor of
Chemistry, Eincruus. died on July u, 1992tt the age of Born in ( ;allatin,
Tennesse, and k New 1 I, ; \\ 'ikon..ew 2roussor .!..sim received his barb
else, degree from Princeton in 1);o and Ili, Ph.1). from the California Institute of
Technology in Ile began his long and distinguished service to Harvard in
19;4 junior prim fellow of the Society of Fellows. Ile became Assistant Pro
tensor of Chemistry in m;6, Associate Proles,or of Chemistry in 1939. Professor of
Chemistr in and Theodore 'Williams Richards Professor of Chemistry in
m.17 One of the chief architects of chemical physics, he developed the basic
methods for the quantitative stud of the internal motion of' atoms in molei.ules.
III. work was critical to the development of both molecular spectroscopy and inolec
ular astronom. [Lis many published woiks included the monograph

Reiearch. I )uring \Vorld War Ii, he served as director of
the l'nderwater xploskes Research Laboratory at Woods I foi, and later served
brietlt as research director of the Weapons St stems Evaluation (;ioup. Harvard
awarded him an honorary degree in I's numerous other honors included the
National Nledl of Science. the \Veich .1ward, and the Rumford Nledal.

1 t NORMAN 11 VI, \1st u, C11.111C, \Vi111.1111 Eliot Professor of Education and
mer Dean of the Faculty of Education, died on Nlarch 17, 19q2, at the age of 70.
li.1-11 111 NI,1111C.Ipoli,, Professor l'hisaker was educated At lie(11,111\ Junior College

.111t1 N1,111kAtt1 StAte Teachers College, before receiving tits model's and doctoral
degrees from I ',MARI. In 1961, hr tilted President Jilinson's imitation to seise
as chaii man of the 'lash Force OH the Cale,. le ek ent On to i(161 the Ford
Foundation's huhli, atfaiis program, and \ca., then Appointed the fast
(.'oniinissioner of Community Aftairs for the State of New lersey I he returned to
I larNard as 'William. Visiting Professot in l'it and Regional Planning in n96S In

he became Dean of the Faculty of Education and Charles Eliot
Piofes.or 01 Education. Ile served as Dean until and was ciedited mtli having
;;aided tin' Sc hoot of Film anon thiough a period of difficult financial kliallenge and
nn reseed cincein about the condition of the nai,on's puhh, s, hoot..

Speial mention is made ot the tollm%ing members of the I larval,' comintinit
sci%cil the 1:111CrsItl %%1111 tletlIt And distill,. lion:

lit 1"I'D 11".11 \sistant Chnisal Professor of ()tat l)iagnosis and ()IA
ho died on ,%in2../,,t I I)i \Vit

1011ner Assistant l'hnical hott...or of (lrer,,r1ve 1)elitettr, diced on N1,11,11

1.M 2. At the age of so; Rieti.\ (;.11.1)S11/N, . \ .'.infant Clinical Piotessor of
nho died on April 12, at the age of (is; 10...ii.uto W. GA \(;),

Asso.iate Plotessol (.1 Dermatology, t%ho died 011 NOl1.111bet ;ow, at the age of
16; 1\.1 11100 Piolessor of chiatrs, who died on
l)e,mhei [I. Pm:. at the age Sitisd mom( I.t t , Vviting Professor of
I lealili Piilic in the l)cpartment of Social Nlediiine and I lealth Folic\

Piotessor 01 I lospital and Nledi,a1 Cate Administiation in the School of

9
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Public Health and Associate Dean of the Faculty of Medicine for 1lospital
Prgrains, who died on November 2.9, 1492, at the age of 'o; PATRicK GAYNOR

Nimmox, Associate Directoi of the John K. Fairbank Center for East Asian
Research, who died on September 6, 1991, it the age of 46; Johr MARK Nut.,

,a,tant ("Mi. ti Professor of Surgery, who died on September 13, limt, at the
age of 4s, C11.V1N I I YR NION PF rrK PAA, Acsistant Professor of 'Widnes!,
.1dministratio, who died December 17, iq92, at the age of tn; 3161.1011N SION!:
\1'01.1 so',, \ssitalit Ploles,or of Medit tile, who died on October II, 19,011 the

aes 01 4s.

Neil I.. Rtidenquie
hoiden/

November 1,19;

te,P411,01.11, epted tinting the academic years min 9: and
1-192 9;, all promotions, ele,nom to e,,tabli...hed du., and all appointments ith
out hunt of time voted dining the academic tear, 1991 42 and 194.2 <1;. well .1,

11,1, of 11,11111;; ptrfc,sots and Irct urea. a e on klepo,it in the iltrice of the Secretary

to the 'iliVvE11\ tlid in the . \r bite,.
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